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VERY SUCCESSFUL 'WANTED HIS SWEETHEART'S FACE TO BE 'WILL OPEN UP STORE 44
4
4
LAST THING HE SHOULD SEE ON EARTH
CHURCH HILL.

-

•

George Roby, After An Illness of

Nearly Four Weeks of Typhoid Fever,

I

Passed Awiy, With His Fiancee and Mother at His Bedside

4
' -4Hugh C.McGehee. the Popular Gracey 4

Large Attendance and Many Matters

Merchant, Starts New Estab-

of Importance are Discussed

ment in the County,

•-

4

HE WAS TO HAVE BEEN MARRIED ON THANKSGIVING DAY

By Able Speakers.

(From Thursday's Daily)
*With a very large attendance of
planters and other persons the Christian County Farmers' institute is in
session at Church Hill under the
auspices of the flourishing grange
of that place. Charles McIntire of
Chambersville, 0., and S. E. Strode
Pennsville, O.,. engaged by Commissioner of Agriculture Vreeland,
are conducting the institute. The
sessions were opened yesterday with
an invocation by for Congressman
John D. Clardy. The address of
welcome was delivered by A. H.
Wallace and the response was made
by Mr. McIntire. Discussions oa
improving the corn crop, led by L.
G. Spenser, occupied the remainder
of the morning. In the afternoon
S. E. Strode and R. C. Gary discussed apple orchard planting and
growing. "Profitable Classes of
Horses for the Farmers to Produce"
was presented by Sir McIntire, J. J.
VanCleve and J. W. Riley. "Swine
Growing for Profit" was handled by
L. G. Spenser, W. H. Adams and
'A. H. Wallace.
Today program was as follows:
"Profits in Wheat Culture"—L.
G. Spencer, .E. D. Jones, J. R.
Caudle and R. F. Rives.
"Feeding Farm Animals"—Chas.
McIntire, S. F. Holloway and J.
M. Adams.
"Winter Eggs for the Farmer's
Table and Market Basket"—S. E.
416- Strode and Mrs. T. G. Games.
Shortltalks by Grange members.

Hugh C. McGehee, of Gracey, is 4
I
to open another store.
This will be at old Long:view where
MCGehee started in business, 21
(From Tuesday's Daily)
Gehring, of Peoria, Illinois. Miss
yerits'ago.
He has teased the store
George Roby, a young man who Gehring enme here almost ies soon
house
fora
term
of years and will
carne here from Columbus, Indiana, as she heard of her flance's illnes
open
up
a
line of general merchanand her devotion to him makes the
about a month ago to take charge
death one of unusual sadness. Miss dise on October 31st.
of the jewelry department of the Gehring is a beautifull
woman,but , George M. Wilson will have an
ForbesManufacturing company,died the strain she his been under has interest in the business at Longview
and will manage the business at this
this morning at -1:30 o'clock of told upon her to a marked degree.
place,
assisted by his brother, Jastyphoid fever of which
he had
At times sheihas been denied adbeen critically ill for nearly four mittance to Mr. Roby's room but per Wilson. Both of them are popu-'
weeks. Just before coining to Hop- filially she uvoscauie the objections lar and experienced dry goods men
kinsville Mr. Roby was a member oi of the nurse and physicians and waa and are up-to-date merchants.
a camping party and it is thought permitted to sit by his bedside and 11Mr. McGehee is the leading merthat the exposure at that time filled this she did for as and nights at a' chant of Gracey and has been in the
his system with the germs of the time. This morning when it Wft.S business since boyhood,having made
4
fever. He had only worked a few realized that death was upon the a genuine success along this line. _I
a
days when he was forced to take to sick man, he too being fully consci- Mr. McGehee believes by starting "F
his bed and from the beginning his ous of the fact, he ordered the nurse up this branch business that he will
case was malignant. It was thought to turn up the light as high as she be enabled to buy goods • in larger
up until last Friday, though, that he could,"for,"lie said,"I want:label's quantities and thereby at a. much
might be saved, but at that time he face to be the last thing which I see lower price. Mr. McGehee has a
changed for the worse and since on earth." His request was compli- bank in connection with his Gracey
Sunda
Sunday his life had been despaired ed with and the beloved features of store and is doing a nourishing busiof enti ely. The body was shipped tie woman who was to have so ness, both in the store as well as
over tl e Illinois Central -this mom n- soon been his wife were the last to with the bank. Mr. McGehee is a
ing to !Columbus where it will be fade from his view. Mrs. Arnold, firm believer in advertising and the
people of the Longview neighbUrinterred.
mother of Mr. Roby, and her him,• hood; as well as the people of GraMr. Rbby was to have been mar- band also attended the sick man cey, can look out for his way of doing business with printer's ink.
tied Thanksgiving to Miss .Mablea uring Cie last days of his Witless.
-4. ••41.
Oct. 28 to Nov. 2.
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WE ARE NOW

READY
to show our new big lines of stores
embracing all the latest and most
improved constructions. We invite
your inspection and we know you
will simply marvel at their style
elegance and extraordinary value.
You take no risk in buying them,
as they are all genuine

LEBANON, TENN Sept 21, 1907. 6 days and nights, the beautiful
sion Play Pictures at the Star Theater
JEWEL STOVES
W. T. COOPER & CO.,
Don't fail to see them.
We can supply your needs with Nany style or kind
Hopkinsville, Ky.,
of stoys desired. We want you to see and examine them. WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
GENTLEMEN:--4
4
I wish to say that in all my experience as as a circus But Action on Divorce is Held Up 4
Until a Future Datt.
steward, which covers a period of ten years, I have never
(Incorporated.)
come in contact with such a hight-class brand of flour as I In the case of Myrtle V. Flowers, 4
(From Th ursday's Daily.
. .
through her father, H. F. Flowers,
Miss Nannie Walker has returned purchased from you while in your city. I buy flour every ! as next. friend, against J. B. Word,
(•$$'r
cij
from a visit to Lynchburg, Va.
'
for
divorce
and
alimony,
a
judgday and have used about all the brands on the market, bu.t
ment has been rendered which per
Dr. W. D. Brown, of ulien, is at
with
I
must
say
that
your
Prefere.nce
brand
is
the plaintiff to retain possesmits
the
King, and i
Red Boiling Springs suffering
of all the ro erty and other efan attack of malarial fever. He should think you would push it into a
leader, as one trial sion
fects given hemnP
s bythe.defendant and
will obably be absent from home'
further gives her the sum of 000 and
will convince any one of its ex..ellent quality.
for fo or three weeks.
her attorney's fee for bringing the
J. W. Peach and family left yesYours
truly
action.
BY NOVEMBER I OR PAY HEAVY MR. STONE, OF MISSISSIPPI AND
terday for Seattle, Wash., where
No action was taken in regard to
they will make their home.
PENALTY.
JAS. DAVIS,
HIS WIFE ARE ILL. 1.
the divorce which was asked, this
Mrs. PO. West and Mrs. C. G.
Steward liagenbeck-Wallace Circus. being held Up until a future date.
Duke, wire were delegates to the U.

4

ALIMONY GRANTED

NINO

ONMINI

F. A. YOST CO.,

PERSONALS.

PAY YOUR TAXES OF TYPHOID FEVER

D. C. convention at Paris Oct. the
ninth and tenth, have returned
home after visiting friends and relatives in Paris, Winchester and
Mt. Sterling.
Mikis Willie Harned is visiting in
Clarksville this week.

CLAY'S STATUE
At Lexington Will Be Restored By the
Masons.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Oct. 17.--The Masonic grand lodge today voted to restore the Henry Clay statue
at Lexington. By the decisive vote
of 430 to 72, the grand lodge voted
yesterday to adopt as an amendment
4 to the constitution the resolution of
• James E. Wilhelm, of Paducah, prohibiting they entrance of any person engaged in the liquor business
into any of the order's lodges.
WANTED—To rent a nice home,
suburban preferred, address "J,"
this office.
tf

CLOUD-DUDLEY.

When the Hag inbeck-Wallact shows were here we
give them our best "speil" on the exceptionally HIGH
QUALITY of PREFERENCE FLOUR. Mr. Davis
said everywhere he went parties made the same claim, and
there was nothing to it, but after leaving here he found
our claim absolutely correct, as you will Fee from the
above letter.
Look for the STEP LADDER when you buy
FLOUR. We have a good supply.

W.T.Cooper&C

Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Cloud have
announced the approaching marriage of their daughter, Fannie Morris, to Mr. W. R. Dudley. 'I he
cer9mony will be solemnized in the
present* of a large gathering of
friends at the bride's home at West
Fork next Wednesday afternoon,
October 23, at five o'clock. Rev. W.
C. Brandon will officiate.

Die,g1 of Brain Trouble.

(From]Tuesday's Daily)
Joe Russell, sixty years:of age and
a prominent citizen of North Christian, died yesterday at his home
near Antioch church. Some trouble
with his brain caused the death. Interment took place this afternoon at
• Antioch church. A family survives
him.

Sheriff David Smith and his deputies are kept busy these days receiving money due the county on taxes.
Under the new revenue law, all state
and county taxes must be paid before November 1, or positive steps
will be taken for collection. After
November 1 the expense is considerably increased as the usual six per
cent penalty goes on and in addition the county clerk is allowed a
fee for issuing the warrant and the
sheriff is allowed another fee for his
work and in collecting the warrant.
So it is a matter of economy to settle
your taxes as soon as possible. Then
too it is a good plan toattend to the
matter early for the last three or
four days are always so rushed that
it isles hard matter to get into the
officeekt all and after getting in one
is compelled to wait for a long time.
Already there have heen about five
thousand receipts written and there
will be about that many more issued
between now and November 1.
•

yspepsia Gut*
Wittootto what *mu suit

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Stone, of
Charleston, Miss., were brought here
Sunday morning and carried to La:
Fayette, both being prostrated by
typhoid fever. They arrived on an
early morning L.& N. train. Keach's
big delivery wagon, with a bed
spring, matteress and quilts already
fixed in the bottom was in waiting
and the couple were thus taken to
their destination.
The sufferers are now at the home
of Dr. J. F. Stone, the father of the
man. Their condition is improved
today.

The Passion Play
and Life of Christ.
At Star Theater 6 days and nights
week of Oct. 2 to Nov. 2.
OFFICERS ELECTED.
MIDWAY, Ky., Oct. 16.—Rev.
T. M. Hawes was elected moderator
and W. W. Aker reading clerk, of
the Southern Presbyterian Kentucky Synod.

„........++++++++++++++++4444+4
"
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FARMERS ATTENTION
Do you want the highest market price for your tobacco. If so profit by the experience of other and sell your crop on
db.

A,11

Et. MINTIDY & CO'S. JLOOSB E`14001e.
•

Last year proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that the competition on the Loose Floor created prices on all grades of tobacco which were not equalled in the country.
On the Loose Floor you will sell your tobacco the day it's delivered and receive your money directly after the sale. Therefore you have no losses in weight, nor interest to pay nor insurance. You have the competition of the Imperial Tobacco Co., American Snuff Co:, Italian Regie Co, and al the independent buyers.
Send us your tobacco and we will obtain the highest market prices.
o182m
Sales Tuesday and Friday
Planters,Warehouse,
of Each Week.
opkinsville, Ky

M. H. TANDY 01). CO

4-4444+4+
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AT LONGVIEW WHERE HE BEGAN
BUSINESS 21 YEARS AGO

IS THE FARMERS''INSTITUTE :AT
•

VOLUME XXVI, NO 49
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'VETERAN TOBACCO MAN IS NEW SALESMAN
OF PLANTERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
,„„ittatk at'
(
7%

'
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ner, who succeeds Charles ,F. Jarrett. Mr. Jarrett retires front the
position with the gratitude 0: all the
members or the association for his

SviTsts....7i1.7.7'73111

excellent services, Mr. Buckner is
a veteran tobacco man,and has been
for a great many years identified
with the trade in this region. He is
one of the best known men in this
part of the state, and, besides being
a tobacco mania wide practical experience, enjoys the confidence and
esteem of everybody. He will have
as his assistant Dennis F. Smithson, formerly inspector on the Hipkinsville market, who is a hibly
popular and capable tobacco Man.

Almost every family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea
at some time during the year.
This remedy is recommended by
dealerz who have sold it for many
years dnd know its value.
It has received thousands of testimonials from grateful people.

HUNDREDS ON HOBO

It has been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory results.

HAD BANK

BILLS TO BURN IN
HIS SOCK.

It has often saved life before medicine 'could have been sent for or a
physician summoned.

Put In a Cell By the Police On Charge
of :Loitering.—The

It only costs a quarter. Can you
afford to risk so much for so little?

Tale

He Tells.

S. G. BUCKNER.

0000000114)••••••••••••••••••••••

Strong Speech.

•
HonlJohn C. Duffy, of Hopkins- •
vine, delivered a strong and appreciated address at the courthouse •
Saturday afternoon in the interest of •
the Democratic State ticket.
The speaking took place in the •
courtroom, and was well attended 0
by Princeton and Caldwell county
voters.
Mr. Duffy was introduced to the •
audience by Hon J. E. Baker, who
said he was one among the few
Democrats who had ever suceeded
in being elected to office in Christian 0
6
county.
During the entire speech Mr. Duffy held the attention of the audience
and was frequently applauded. He
said many things in the interest of•
his party, and defended the present 0
Democratic administration against 0
the attacks of the Republicans in a 0
manner that nailed the many misrepresentations to the wall.
At the conclusion of his speeeh
Mr. Duffy was given a hearty recep- 40
tion by voters. He left on the 5:10
train for Hopkinsville.—Princeton •
Leader.

•
•

fi
e
•

M. H. licGrew,
General
Machinist

A strange man who gave his name
as John Hoffman and who had $263
in money on his person, a riding
Mill
bridle and coffee sack in his hand,
was arrested last night on the new
street which has been opened from
Virginia to Clay streets, and locked
up on a charge of loitering. The
man had lain dowo is the grass n3ar
•
the side of the street.
111
When he was searched at police
• \
headquarters about $250 in bills was
taken from his sock and a pocket
CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS.
114
.
book containing the balance of the
The Kind You Have Alw:ys Bouja
Home Phone 1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 498.
money in coins of vario a denomina- BOWS tne
•
Signature
tion was taken from his trousers
1,441
pockets. On the outside of the roll
I tiM0•10600•••••••••••••••••••••00:
of tills was a big yellow back $100
gold certificate, then came a $50 bill
followed by five or six twenties and
•OP00fb411)0043) 0411100000#000000.0.0040....
00•••••••••••0
some ones. In the pocket book
were two $6 gold pieces and several
small coins, some of them of foreign
mintage.
Hoffman told the police that the
last place at which he worked was
Ft. Wayne, Indiana, and that when
lb Ilimommunnammilor
he left there he had drawn the
Money from the bank where he carFor the next 20 Weeks, beginning July 30th, the following merchants will give a ticket with every
•
ried an account.
10c Cash Purchase, which you can vote for the church, lodge, society or individual of your choice.
•
When questioned in regard to the
The one receiving the greatest number of advertising votes gets the Piano Free.
•
bridle he said that he,bought it from
•
a second hand store in Louisville
•
and that it was his intention to buy
•
a cheap horse somewhere on which
•
ROPER & LONG,
he expected to make his way about
The Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.
the country. This bridle was an old
Hopkinsville - Steam- Bakery
sOf
Incorporated.
one and just an ordinary riding pat•
Try a loaf of Whole Wheat Bread,pure, sweat and
nutritious. Full line confeetions. lee cream in any
Leaders in Toilst Articles, Leather Goods and
te
delivery
quantity
to
any
part
Cumb.
of
the
city.
Smokers' Supplies,
Under
der the circumstances the pclice
•
Phone 743-2. 11 otne Phone 1143.
are suspicious of Hoffman and are
Votes given with each 10c purchase at our Founholding .him
upon the charge of •
M. D. KELLY
tain or Cigar Counter.
loitering.
Optician
Jeweler
Leading
and
• The
Complete optical department. Makes a specialty of
0 testing
and fitting the eyes. Consultation free. Call
and see our complete line of high grade Watches.
• Ni.. 8, north Main street.
Fresh and Smoked T. H. Richardson
•
aSk
GOLAY
HURT
Meats of Al! Kinds.
Proprietor
Burn a Tobacco Barn.—Planter Had •
• Livery, Feed and Board Stable.
Vit. St., opp. Hotel Latham. Pnones 437 and 1316
Been Warned.
• Corner Virginia and Tenth streets. Special attention given to boarding horses. Cumberland
phone 38, Home phone 1237
J. T. WALL & CO.,
MADISON VILLE,Ky., Oct. 11.—
•
The barn of W. B. Oates, of near fit
Clothing,Shoes, Hats,Furnishings •
Dalton, this county, was burned by•
•
FOR CHOICE MEALS AND SHORT
A Complete Line of Children's Clothing,
Night Riders. The bar, contained p
ORDER SPECIALTIES
•
Shoes and Furnithings.
about 3,000 pounds of tobacco. and;o Ninth Street
2nd door east of Postorlice
•
farm machinery.
•
•
The Night Riders had sent several!
S. B. HOOSER & CO.,
•
notes to Mr. Oates telling him thatle
The Most Up-to-Date Millinery
he had incurred their displeasure,•
Reduced prices on all lines during August. Call
OPPOSITE THE JOHN MOAYON
but he had paid no attention to:
•
and be convinced. No. 11, Elks Bldg
COMPANY
them. He is a member of the tobac-1•
We will give one Vote with every E.c Adrnission
co organization.
HOPKINSVILLE PANTATORIUM
Suits sent for, cleaned, pressed and delivered. LaKEACH FURNITURE CO.,
dies work a specialty. Suits made to order. Agents
for Globe Tailoring Co. and Edwin E. Strauss Co.,
PATILLO-GREEN.
leading dealers in
tailor made clothes at less cost than ready made.
We give votes on all cash paid in our business.
• Phone
Furniture, - Carpets - and - Stoves
(From Friday's Daily)
M. W. MERRITT, Proprietor.
166
•
i
Mr. Hunter Wood Green and Miss•
Cash or Credit
Both Phones
Ninth St
Nell,Patillo were married last night•
TIN AND PLUMBING WORK
at the home of the bride in Na,sh-'
ought always to be good. That's the only way we The New will give one vote for each 10 cents
paid on subscriptions to the Daily
ville. The announcement of, the• know how to do it. For entire new jobs or- repair
Era or Weekly New Era and on Job
nuptials will surprise, as well as g work engage. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
Work or on advertising.
HOPKINSVILLE LUMBER CO..
plsase, the many friends of the hapBoth Phones
Incorporated
py couple. The bride is a lovely and

Supplies

Everything Guaranteed.

41,

e
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4•••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
You can buy one on easy terms.
•
We are selling good farming land in tracts from 25
•
acres up, and at prices from $6.00 per acre up. Located
•
•
convenient to both railroad and river transportation.
•
Plenty of good water. Schools and churches convenient.
•
Taxes low.
• willWe shall be pleased to furnish full information if you
write us, describing what you desire to purchase,
•
• and we shall also take pleasure in showing you over the •
a
• land, free of charge, if you will come and make a per• sonal inspection of our property.
•
•
Cumberland River Land Co.
•
Bear Spring, Stewart County, Tennessee.
_.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
Why Rent a Farm?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Free,
$5
Kimball
Piano
•

• s.

Sealed Ballot Box at Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., Incorporated
MUM&

Haas' Shaker Herb Tonic

NaN,

44,

e

(From Friday's Daily)

BUY IT NOW

•

No skin disease can exist without an underlying cause, and in most
instances that cause is either a humor in the blood or an excess of fiery
acids in this vital fluid. These humors and acids get into the blood, generally because of an inactive and sluggish condition of those members whose
duty it is to collect and carry off the waste and refuse of the body. This
unhealthy matter is left in the system to sour and ferment. and soon the
circulation becomes chrged with the acid poison. The blood, in its effort
to rid itself of this foreign matter, begins to throw off the humors and acids
through the pores and glands of the skin. These coming in contact with
the delicate tissues and fibers with which the skin is so abundantly supplied
produces irritation and inflammation on the surface, and Eczema, Acne,
Tetter, Psoriasis, Salt Rheum, or some other troublesome and disfiguring
skin disease is the result. External applications, while they soothe the
itching, and are benefiCial in keeping the skin clean, can never cure skin
affections, because they do not reach the blood where the real trouble is
located. A thorough cleansing of the blood is the only permanent cure for
skin diseases. S. S. S., the greatest of all blood purifiers, is the best treatment. It cures by neutralizing the acids and removing the humors from
the circulation so that the skin, instead of being irritated and diseased by
the exuding acrid matter, is nourished and soothed by a cooling, healthy
stream of blood. S. S. S. goes down to the very bottom of the trouble,
removes the foreign matter and thereby permanently cures every form of skin
trouble. Do not expect to cure a blood disease with local applications alone,
but begin the use of S. S. S., and when you have removed the cause the
skin will be free from disease. Special book on Skin Diseases aid any
siedical advice fres.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.; ATLANTA, GA.

The new salesmen of the Planters'
Protective association for the Hopkinsville market is Samuel G. Buck-

6:1 111

CURES_
• J.SKIN DISEASES

UMIMEMEENNIMME.m.

•

0

•

•
•
The Virginia-St. Meat Market•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NIGHT RIDERS

•

•

An Active Liver and Working Kidnejs
And Healthy Stomach Means Moral s
Well as Physical Strength.

T. E. Tate's Restaurant

The Original 1 heatorium •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MOW

Haas' Shaker Herb Tonic and Antiseptic
Fully Guaranteed for Rheumatism and
All Kinds of Kidney, Liver and Stomach Troubles
BY

L. A. JOHNSON, Druggist,
oli 6,

Hopkinsville, Ky

•4+++++++44++++++++++++++4+4+4444444444-4444-++4-4++.

To Fagintrs and I mbernmn
We are now ready to receive shipments

DOGWOOD, PERSIMMON, HICKORY.
Timber taken up on railroad in quantities to justify. Write e
• • •••
us for contracts, stating amount you can furnish.
THE ANCHOR BLOCK MILLS

.,

CO

Clarksville, Tenn

A

•
•

accomplished young .lady, and Mr.
R. E. Qualls Music Co.,
Green, who is a son of Mr. John.
Piano Pitts ers
Pianos
Kimball
Green, who jives a Jew miles west of•
and, Player Pianos
and Organs
the city, is an excellent young man.!
Corner 7th and Vir Sts
on easy payments.
He is a member of a civil engineering corps and engaged in railroad? 411
PLANTERS HARDWARE CO.,
construotiod in Tennessee. Mr. and
(Incorporated)
Mrs. Green arrived in the county
HARNESS
BUGGIES,
FINE CARRIAGES,
this morning to visit the bride-e
GUNS,
COOK STOVES,
RANGES,
groom's parents.
•
AMMUNITION, El C

Sold

•
•

.41.
.8 the
tare

+++++++++++4-•-•

140
•

J. MILLER CLARK,

•
•
•
•

GROCERIES and PRODUCE
Specials—Heinz's Line, Swift's Prem. Breakfast
Bacon, Live and Dressed Poultry, fish and oysters
in season, Kimmerling Butter, Phones, Home 1121
Cumb 500. Cor. 6th and Vir. Sts.

T. M. JONES,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

•

Staple - and - Fancy - Dry - Goods
Carpets, Oilcloths, Linoleums and Rugs

FP Cs Mt. X .11L.
The Kind You Have Always Bougtr,

Piano on Exhibition at J. T. Wall & Co's Store

i,Z440
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Don't Push
The horse can draw the
load without help, if you
reduce friction to almost
nothing by applying

r
.
111b
.
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,111111 WILLSON, CANDIDATE RIR GOVERNOR AND TOBACCO If You Would Have Your Ship
Come Home Heavily Laden
NACLE
THE
AT
S
TABER
SPEAK
NEY,
ATTOR
TRUST
You Must Launch It.

MicaAil
Oree

RHCITES HIS PIECE TO LARGE 1
I death, and willing to scrape the
AND MIXED CROWD.
clothes from the backs of your children by upholding the hands of this
trust that is now in a criminal lointo the wheels.
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Of ECZEMA

Affected Hands, Arms and Legs—
Endured Terrible Itching and was
Unable to Sleep —Would Tear
'the Bandages to Scratch the Skin
—In less than Om Week

CURED BY THE
CUTICURA REMEDIES
had eczema nearly fifteen yeans.
The affected parts were my hands,arms
and legs. They were the worst in the
winter time and were
always itchy, and I
could not keep from
scratching them. I
had to keep both
hands bandaged all
the time,and at night
I would have to
scratch through the
bandages as the itching was so severe,and
at times I would have
to tear everything off
my hands to scratch
the skin. I could not
rest or sleep. I had
several physicians
treat me but they
could not give me a
permanent cure, nor
even could they stop
the itching, After
using the Cuticura
Soap, one box Cuticura Ointment and
two bottles Cuticura
Resolvent for about
six days the itching had ceased,and now
the sores have disappeared, and I neves
felt better in my life than I do now.
Edward Worell, Band 30th, U. S. Infantry, Fort Crook, Nebraska."

•

The most torturing and disfiguring
humors, eczemas, rashes, itchings, irritations, and inflammations of the skin,
acalp, and blood, with loss of hair of infants, children, and adults, are instantly
relieved and speedily cured by the Cuticura Remedies, whea all else fails.

JURY Now

Sidalvbs
Liiimeit

It is a noticeable fact, and one which
any doctor will verify that people who
CONDUCTOR AND TWO PASSEN- suffer most often from disease are the EIGHTY FIVE INDICTMENTS DURones who have the most difficulty in
GERS WERE INJURED.
keeping their bowels open. Regular
ING ITS SESSION.
bowel action is half the battle of health.
People who have a tendency to constipation must of necessity use something
to help nature along. This should not
be a violent aid like salts or purgative
waters, cathartic pills or powders, but a'
syrup liquid that will Oil the intestines
and membranes that it comes in contact
with.
Children, women and weak
people generally should never be given a
strong
as it weakens the system. And it
Locomotive And Two Box Cars on is futilephysic,
for the strongest person because the is Charged Against a Colored Attorrelief is simply for that day, and then the reaction sets in and you are worse off than before.
Siding Were Badly Smashed in
torney--Circuit Court Adjourns

BROUGHT HERE Br6CA011 TRAIN

For Cougb,Cold,Croup,
Sore Throat,Stiff Neck.
RheUmafism and r--A
Neuralgia

BRIBING IN AN ELECTION

l

The Accident

As Illinois Central passenger'train
No. 332, which. left here this morn•
lug at 6 o'clock, rolled into Gracey
it ran into an open switch and two
bbx cars which were standing on the
siding, and the train was partially
wrecked. Had it not been that the
speed had been slackened considerably a very disastrous wreck would
doubtless have resulted. As it was
three people were injured.
Conductor Hurt.
The most serious injfirj was sustaised by Conductor Et. G. Nelson,
of Evansville. Conductor Nelson was
s.tanding in the smoker when the collisioa came and he was hurled with
much force to the floor of the car,
his head striking a seat as he fell.
The scalp was badly cut arid the
skull slightly fractured. In a wound
of this nature concussidh of the brain
is always a probability, but after re-

What is needed is a prompt but gentle laxative tonic like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
People have been taking it for sixteen years
and it is being better liked by more people every
year. The reason is that it fills a want. It is
unlike anything else. Results are so sure in
constipation, dyspepsia, indigestion, liver
trouble, biliousness, flatulency. sour stomach,
weak stomach, bloated stomach and such ills
that a cure of any of these ailments is absolutely
guaranteed. A bottle costs but 50 cents or $1 and
Is worth a hundred times that to any sufferer.
Wise mothers keep it constantly in the house
for emergencies, because it is needed at some
time or other by every member of the family.
Dr. Luella Underhill, the medical superintendent of the Working Woman's Home of Chicago
has kept her charges in perfect health by the use
of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin whenever a stomach complaint was brought to her attention. No
other laxative is used in the Home. Buy a bottle
yourself today and watch the prompt and Permanent results.

FREE TEST

Those wishing to try Dr.
well's %Mg)
Syrup Pepsin before buying can have a free sample bottle sent to their home by
addressing the company. This offer is to prove that the
remedy will do as we claim, and is only open to those
who have never taken It. Send for it if you have any
symptoms of stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest
yet most effective laxative for children, women and old
folks. A guaranteed, permanent home cure. THE
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good and Sure
as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This proouct
bears purity guarantee No. 17, Washington, D. o,

PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
119 Caldwell Bldg., Monticello, IN.
HOWELL NOTES.
The meeting will begin at SaCm
on Sunday, Oct. 13, and many of the
members wish to see their/friend
present and to see many ilearts made
happy.
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Tenn.,
myra,
spent
a few days last
Soh Props. la .stoni_ltlaas. Depots: London,Newbery,
is in Mayfield, was badly bruised
Cbarterh rinse Sq.; Faris, Roberts,6 Rue deli raiz.
with
week
her daughter, Mrs. VirderSlailed Free,"Ilow to Cure Skin Tortures."
about the body aed especially on the
ginia Burke.
left leg. Mr. Green is a very portly
Miss Lizzie Burke and friend, of
man and he is laid up by his injuries
for the present but they are not of a Pembroke, spent last Friday with
serious nature and no bones are bro- her cousin, Miss Georgia Burke.
Pleasant
ken. Mrs. Hennie Boyd, who lives
Miss Hattie Garrott, who has been
Events of the
five miles north of this cit, confined to her bed
about
Week.
for nearly six
received two bad cuts on her Vwer months does not improve.
lip. Other passengers were mere or
Miss Georgia Burke has accepted
bruised and shaken up.
less
Lieut. Napoileon Riley U. S. A.,
position
a
as school teacher at LongInjured Brought Here.
rand Miss Euienia Haldeman were ,
view. Many of her friends wish her
pined in marriage Wednesday Oct.
The Cadiz train was at the depot much success as it is her first trial.
9, at tbs• home of the bride, Clarkton when the accident occurred and the
Misses Lizzie and Josephine Burke
Texas. The happy couple will come engine from this and one of the will spend
next Saturday and Sunhere to visit his parents Capt. and coaches of the ,wrecked train were
day with their cousin, Miss Georgia
a
Mrs. J. W. Riley, until the expira- sent in here /With the injured on Burke.
tion of
furlough,, when board. They'*were taken to the Rich
Mr. A. J. But ke, spent a 1/ew days
he will ba stationed at Fort Cook, boarding house where their injuries
days last week with his cousin. AlNeb.
were dressed by Dr. H. H. Wallace.
len Burke, near St. Elmo.
Lieut. Riley is a graduate of West Cond tor Nelson and Mr. Green
Miss Nellie Bagby, of Lafayette,
IVES; Wbur.4, besides being graduat- Left n the 11:20 train, the former for
will
spend next week with her cous(341 u`41. !lig.; marks in his studies, the Illinois Central hospital at PaHiss
Ion Bagby, of Howell.
in,
vi as a Is;adet in athletics. He has ducah and the latter for his hOme in
Miss Sarah Rollow is visiting her
Mayfield. Mrs. Boyd went to her
1st returned from the Philippines.
uncle, George Hollow, in Indian Terhome in this county.
To check a cold quickly, get from
The engine of the passenger train ritory.
your dr uggistsome little Candy Cold
the two box cars sustained all of • Mr. William Baldwin, of Clarksand
iatitets called Pri3venties. Druggists
everywhere an," now dispensing Pre- the damage to the roning stock. the ville, spent last Sunday night with
-ler:tic>, for they ate not only. safe, box cars especially being torn up. his uncle, Mr. George Bagby, at
but decidethy certain and prompt: The wreck occurred on the siding
Howell.
Preventics contain no Quinine, no
sufficient
cause
and
not
was
to
any
—BLUE BELLS.
laxative, nothing harsh nor sickening. Taken at the "sneeze stage" delay in traffic over the main line.
Prevefities will cure Pneumonia, ed)----"00...nilliancetiiitstrocaunbliesasi--ebse,qhueiacrkti)ra, iid
Pain anywhere, pain in the head,
kid- painful periods, neuralgia, toothStomach
Bsonchitis, La Grippe. etc. Hence
the name, Preveutics. Good for fe- ney acorrect- ache, all pains can be promptly
with a prescription known to stopped by a thoroughly safe little
verish •hildren. 40 Prevents 25 eta.
Trial boxes 5 cis. Sold by Ander- druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Pink Candy tablet, known by drugeon-Fow ler Drug Co., Incorporated. Restorative. The prompt and sur- gists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
prising relief which this remedy im Headache tablets. Pain simply
mediataly ,brings is entirely due to means congestion—undue
blood
its restorative action upon the con- pressure at the point where pain extrolling nerres of the stomach, etc. ists. Dr. Shoop's Headache tablets
Sold by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., quickly equalize this unnatural
Incorporated. •
blood pressure, and pain immediately departs. Write Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., and get a free trial packHorse Recovered.
age. Large box 26 cts. Andersonis what Mrs. Lucy
Fowler. incorporated, druggists.
Once more has a New Era adver
Stovall.of Tilton.Ga.
said after Wong tisement demonstrated its worth.
Kodol Dyspepsia Friday night of last week G. R.
Cure. Hundreds Pierce was robbed of his buggy
of otherweals horse and Monday he Came to this This Question Should Be Answered
Easily By Hopkinsville People.
women are office and inserted a little reader rebeing re- garding his loss. Wednesday he reWhich is wiser—to have confidence
eved to perfec• ceived a message from Cadiz that
health by this rem his horse had been 'recovered there in the opinions of your fellow-citi*sly. YOU may be and that he was identified and traced zens, of people you know, or depend
well if you will take to his owner solely through thesmill on statements made by utter strangers residing in far away places?
tt
. advertisement in the New Era.
Read the following:
Indigestion causes
Fifty Years a Blacksmith
nearly all the sick- ;
Mrs. W. C. Owen, 212 E. Fourness that WOIT.,4% I Samuel R. Worley, of Hikburg, teenth street, Hopkinsville, Ky.,
Sava ?t deprives the system of nourish- Va., hus been shoeing horses for says: "I do not hesitate to recomore than fifty years. He says: mend Doan's Kidney Pills as beinganent and the delicate organs peculiar to
Chamberlaia's Pain Balm has giv"men 'suffer
irsakea-• and b.401250 en me great relief from lame back an excellent remedy for kidney comissasssi.
and rheumatism. It is the best lini- plaint. I speak for them in behalf
I ever used." For sale by An- of my husband who was cured of a
! dersou & Fowler Drug Co., incorpo severe backache some two years ago
rated.
when we were living at Curdsville,
Ky. He had complained a good deal
Restored Sight.
and some days it was all he could do
ambles the stomach and digestive organs
to drag himself about. Stooping or
Dr. A. H. Edwards has performed
ki ctzest and assimilate all of the wholelifting hurt him intensely. Finally
suecessful operation upon the eyes
DOE111'S Kidney Pills were highly
some focd that may be eaten. It nourishes
of J. D. Adcock, of Canton, which.,
reccomended
rebuilds
to him and he procurthe weak o:ga.ns,
tie body, and
restored the sight after a blindness
restortne health and strength. Kodol cures
ed them. They soon helped him
of three years.
,11
digstsbon. constipation. dyspepsia., sour
and by the time he had taken the
-lungs,beic.hing,heartburn and all stomaoh
contents of two boxes he was comIncubators and‘Brooders.
ilisorden.
pletely cured. I have never heard
The Bradley machines stands the
him complain of even feeling a symp
Digests What You Eat test, hatches all fertile eggs, and torn of a recurrence since."
raises strong healthy chicks. See
For sale by all dealers. Price,
Dallas beetle 116.14,
Prepare/ as die Lab- their local agent C. L. DANIEL at Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.60e,
Y.
oratory et1.0.Deirile
I time as see% as the
%Ask ep )case AM.
4•.,Mee",
1 4.44 4 his poultry yards. South Virginia sole agents for the United States
Remember the name—Doan's--and
street. Cumb.'Phone 718.
wtf.
For sL lt. by R. C. Hardwick.
take no other.
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Sent Free
"Sloan's Book on Horses
Cattle, Hogs 6 Poultry \
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(From Saturday's Daily)
The grand jury for the prese
term of court reported this morn,juig
Address Dr. Earl 5.Sloan
e.t.a
'4 •
and after handing in a batch of forty
615 Al6any 51-. Bosfon.Mass.
four indictments and reporting tl.at
there was no further businer4s7 before
them were finally diseharged by
Judge Cook. A total o eighty-flve
indictments were re rned for the
term, most of these/being for minor
offenses.
./
Money For Vote.
In the last batch was one against
J. W. Hea4, the colored attorney of
this cityveharging him with bribery.
It is alleged that he offered and
TROTTING, PA CING AND RUNNING
gave ,to Emmett Collier and William
Payfe the sum of $5 for which they
re to secure Head's election as
school truf tee.
Another of the indictments returned today was one against N. E.
Rateliff charging him with striking
and .wounding with intent to kill.
Entries Close October 15
Ratcliff is the man who struck Wood
son Levey, teacher of the public
PROGRAM
school at Castleberry Creek, with
OCT 25.-2:13 pace,
POO OCT. 25-2:16 pace„ .$300
a baseball ball bat.
2:25 trot,
$300
2:20trot.
$500
Court Adjourns.
S mile heats, running
$125
1 mile dash, runnings,
$100
Court was adjourned this morning
'OCT. 24-2:20 pace
$300 OCT. 26—Free-for-all pace,
' 000
until Monday. Judge Cook left at
Free-for-all trot
2:25 pace,
$500
$300
11•20 s,ver the Illinois Central for
3
$100 S mile heats, running,
/4 mile dash, running,.....
.$125
Huey, in Lyon county, where he
will speak tonight in the interest of
R. LESTER, SECRETARY
the Democratic state ticket.

FALL

ACES

GUTHRIE, KY.,
oc roBER 23d, 24th, 25th. 26th,'07.

Cures Rheumatism and Catarrh—Medicine Free.
Send no money—simply write and
try Botanic Blood Balm at our expense. Botanic Blood Balm (B. B.
B.) kills or destroys the poison in
the blood which causes the awful
aches in back and shoulder blades,
shifting pains, difficulty in moving
fingers, toes or legs, bone pains,
swollen muscles and joints of rheumatism, or the foul breath, hawking
spiting, droppings in throat, bad
hearing, specks flying before the
eyes all played out feeling of catarrh.
Botanic or 40 years' standing after
doctors, hot springs and patent medicines had all failed. Most of these
cured patients had takan Blood
Hahn as a last resert. It is especially advised for chronic, deep-seated
eases. Impossible for any one to suffer the agonies or symptoms of 'rheumatism catarrh while or after taking
Blood Balm. * It makes the blood
pure and rich, thereby giving a
healthy blood supply. Cures are
permanent and not patching up.
Drug stores, $1 per large bottle. Sample of Blood Balm sent free and prepaid, alifio special medical advice by
descriving your irouble and writing
Blood Balm Co., Atlanta, Ga.

Are
Your
Investments
Netting
You
Five
Per
Cent?

If not, we can isivestyour money SAFELY
at this rate or better. Call and see us about it.

Perfect Security
•Think for a moment what it would mean to
you to have all your valuable papers, such as
Deeds, Contracts, Wills, Stock Certificates'.
Letters, etc., lost, burned or stolen. Why take
the risk when you can put them away so safely in one of our Safety Deposit Boxes.

We Pay Interest on Ail
Time Deposits
And Perform Duties in all Piduci ry Capacities.

Planters Bank Sc Trust
Company
(Incorporated)
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Among Shoe Clerks is "We can
fit their feet but wt can't fit their
heads." We can do both. We
carry the sizes and widths to fit
their feet and the style and suap
to appeal to their taste.
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1

Dyspepsia Cure

4
4
4

Warfied & West Shoe Company,

4
The Exclusive Shoe Store.
Jas West, President

(Incorporated.)
No. 3, South Main.
Wallace Warfield, Manager
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men and women were in Washington army you can always find the one banduring the grand parade of the Union ner of the cross. As in other organized
troops just'before they disbanded after armies, there are jn the gospel forces
the civil war. Hour after hour the re- diflerent regiments. which are callturning soldiers filed past that review- ed denominations. Therat,is the Episleg s'aind. But the Christian army is , eepalian '.:duv
lent, the Baptist regite Tater in members than any that ever inent. the Presl)yterian regiment, the
1..)ilowed a Grant, a Sherman or a Lee. 1.ntlicran i egimeat..
Congregation•r. may have read about the great
reginlent. and the Methodist eegi4 I
,,- 711.
":::':•xes organized for his melt. Every regiment has its own de)11
(. :-ee.J!. When the Asiatic sondnational flag carried alongside of
By Rev.
1;1)07obed the Hellespont he the tlag Of the cross. Is it not a glohail in his ranks over a million fighting rious thought that as the years go on
Frank De Witt Talmage, D.D.
:nen. But the gospel army is larger there is an increasing tendency to
S
than that. The finest military organi- throw away our sectarian flags and
• Los Angelis, Cal., Oct. 13.—This ser- sation today Is that commanded by the - lift higher and higher the blood red
mon is an answer to the pessimists German kaiser. On its peace footing flag of the atoning cross of Jesus
who are gloomily predicting the de- Germany has today an army of nearly Christ?
cline of Christian civilization and a million men. Then It has two great
An Advancing .Army.
show that the conquering forces of , reserve corps, the land wehr and the
But there is another fact about this
the faith were never so strong as now. 1 landsturm. That means that every
gospel army that I wish to emphasize.
The text is Solomon's Song vi, 10. ! ahlebodied man,in the German empire
It is an Avancing army, a conquering
"Terrible as an army With banners." • Is par,t of the nucleue of a regiment.
army, an army upon the offensive.
One of the easiest characteristics to Each man has his place. At the naBut it is also an army that is more
develop is a genius for looking upon tional call to arms all the men from
and more becoming possessed of purer
the dark side of life. If the human the farm, the colinter and the office
and holier ideals. The nearer the time
soul will persist in dwelling in the repair to their mobilizing stations.
approaches when the church, as a
dark caverns by day it will not be very There the uniforms and the guns await
bride, is to place her hand in that of
long before it will go forth to seek its them. Each horse and saddle in the
the Divine Bridegroom the more carefood by night. Thee it will think that empire is numbered. And at a given
fully she arrays herself in the pure
all human beings have the depraved signal every ablebo:,xlied man from
white robes that are to be her wednature of the bat and the coyote. Then twenty to sixty can be swung to the
ding garments. How different is man's
It will get the awful habit of looking frontier, for defensive or offensive purIdea of purity from the divine standfor the imperfections in the lives of poses. But the gospel army is larger
ard!
men rather than for their virtues and than that of the comgined armies of
Dr. F. B. Meyer, the great Eniglish
the German empire.
their excellencies.
preacher,
taught..this truth in a simPeople who rejoice in the weak- 1
The Gospel Army.
ple
way.
He was making a pastoral
nesses of their neighbors are apt to
The gospel army is not limited to
call
upon
one
of his church members
glory in the imperfections of any nota- any one nation. It is not restricted, as
who
was
a
washerwoman.
She was
ble movement of the day. " They love other armies are, to one sex. It is not
one
of
the
most
devoted
Christians
love
troubles.
They
to magnify social
decreased by the limitation of age. Old ml one of the
saintliest characters in
to detect the dark clouds in the polit- men belong to it. Children belong to
his
ohurch.
Like
all good Christian
ical, moral and financial horizons. It. Husbands and wives and brothers
Neasherwomen,
rhe
did her work as
They love to be eulogIsts of the past and sisters belong to it. White and
conscientioeele
at
the
tub as at the
and depredators of the present. They red and black and yellow skinned
prayer
ineelng.
her
clean
linen was
contend thst all the great men are .races, all belong ta it. This army is
the
hanging
lines
and
lying
dead and that the living men are a made up of a:1 kinds of people of all
around
dr:
lag
when
the
preacher
feeble, puny, worthless race. They churches. And yet, strange to say,
"Wliat henu',111-41 clean linen
seem to be blinded to the self evident there are some mistaken men and woyou
have!"
"aid her pastor. "Yes," anfacts of the world's progress on every men who think the gospel church is
swered
the
woman, "if God wants me
side. They are like the foolish man not an army' at all. They suppose it is
to
be
a
washerwoman
I. must make
who stands upon the seashore and a mere aggregation of a few "corporal
the
clothes
white
for
his
glory
just as I
watches the incoming tide. A wave guards," whereas It is numerically
pray
well
for
his
glory."
But
during
rears and bseaks and flings itself upon greater than all the combined armies
Dr.
Meyer's
visit
the
snowflakes
began
the beach and then recedes into the of England and Germany and Vrance
to
fall.
When
he
came
to
the
door
tc
ocean. "There! There!" he cries, and Italy and Austria and Russia and
say
"Goodby"
the
white
mantle
of
Then
another
"See, the tide is going!"
Japan and China put together. If we
wave rears and plunges and comes up could only get all Christians to form winter was everywhere. But the snow
a. little higher upon the beach and into line and march side by side and was so white now that' it made the
then recedes. "There! There'!" he keep step the pounding of their united linen clothes grimy in comparison.
cries again. "The tide is going out." feet would make this old earth trem- Then Dr. Meyer said, "Oh, madam,
The pessimists svm to be blinded to ble. Great! Great! Infinitely great is your clothes do not look as clean now
as they did." "Of course not," replied
the fact that each wave comes up a the gospel army!
the
woman. "Remember, God's white
little
higher
until
little higher and a
That the host is a mighty one is dem- is always purer than man's white."
So
after awhile full tilde is reached and onstrated by the marvelous statistics
the:
nearer
the
church
comes
to
union
the whole seashore s flooded with the of missions both home and foreign. It
heaving waters. Now, this is just was only a few years ago comparative- with Christ the nearer the time for the
what some pessimists do when they ly that William Carey died. He died in wedding nuptials, the more the church
watch the incoming tides of the 1834; Yet up to his time but little was be- is being cleansed and he higher and
world's prosperity and progress. They ing done for the salvation of the ontslde purer becoine its ideals, then the
see here and there a wave' break and world. It was only in the beginning of more Ls wedding garments take upon
themselves the purity and spotlessness
go back. They see here and there a the last century that 'five humble stuof
God's whiteness and God's love.
man or an institution fail. Then they dents met behind a haystack in WilPessimistic Talk.
cry: "Look! Look! See how the world liamstown, Mass., to form the AmeriIs going to the dogs:" But though here can Foreign Missionary society. Yet
To hear some pessanists talk one
and there we may see a receding wave there are today 28,386 mission stations would suppose that not only numericalthe general trend is' higher and better. in heathen lands. There are organized ly, but also in purity and ideals, the
thousands of churches among the na- church Is rapidly deteriorating. I conCritics of the Church.
Pessimists hurl their strictures in all tions groping about in idol worship. tend that not only is the church growdirections, but their favorite target is And there Is not a strategic point in ing better, but it is influencing the
the church. "Alm!" they laugh. "Did any island or upon any continent which whole world and elevating its ideals.
you ever see an institution crumble in- today has not a gospel missionary Social conditions which would not now
be tolerated for a day were formerly
to pieces like the old church? The preaching there.
ordinary
commonplaces. We talk about
Study today your muster rolls of the
children of this day are not being
the
curse
of "tainted money" in these
sent to the Sunday schools as they Christian Endeavor societies and your
days.
We
say that the American peoBrotherhocerl
of
Andrew
and
Philip
once were. Just look bow empty are
ple
are
lost
to all sense of honor and
and
your
L\pworth
league.
Study
toIts pews—here and there an old wodecency
when
corporation funds are
(lay
your
enrollment
of
denominational
man or a sickly, effeminate man ataccepted
by
political
parties. We say
churches
:
How
the
number
swells!
tending the church service, but for the
most part sensible people rook upon Larger and larger it grows. Like St. that the jugglery ot stocks in Wall
Sunday as a holiday instead of a holy :°en in his vision of the other world' street is an outrage.. We say that the
day. Once the Bible was the most we can cry as we see this gospel army state legislatures are only puppets of
conspicuous book ttpon the parlor ta- marching, "After this I beheld, and, the monopolies and that the municipal
ble; now the stock, quotations of the lo, a great multitude that no man councils are owned, body and mind
daily newspapers have taken its place. could number, of all nations and kin- and soul, by the railroad corporations.
Once the minister was looked upon as clreds and peoples and tongues, stood But stop! Did you ever consider the
the most important personage in a before the throne and before the Lamb, fact that the reason we heir so much
community: new the actor is the idol clothed with white robes and palms in about the financial dishonesties of life
of the young people Once the school- their hands, and cried with a loud is because the public conscience is behouse was a coadjutor of the church: voice, saying, Salvation to our Lord ing aroused and a higher standard of
now it has broken its shackles of bond- which sitteth upon the throne and unto morals has been established? Furtherage, and the public authorities refuse the Lamb." The first great fact which more, did you ever stop to consider
to allow a Bible chapter to be read in ought to impress us as to the church that criminal financial dealings which
the public school. Everywhere we see army of Jesus Christ is the infinite two centuries ago were looked upon as
the ordinary and usual ways of doing
the church as a public institution re- numbers of its marching soldiers.
things would not be tolerated now for
ceding and crumbling and disappearAn Army With Banners.
moment? Did you ever hear that
one
ing." So say the pessimists, who are
Next to the vastness of this army of
of
the first buildings which were
one
hurling their anathemas at the church. the church of God I am, impressed
upon the campus of Princeton
erected
Now, I would not have you think with the banners which are fluttering
college,
the headquarters of Presbytethat the church which Christ estab- over it. You know that what the milirians,
was
erected by the money raised
lished is a dying church. I shall show tary uniform is to the soldier as an inIn
a
public
lottery? Don't talk to me
you that the church of God is by its dividual the flag or banner is to the
growing worse! Why,
world
about
the
nature a conquering church; that the army as a whole. It is the sign by
and
great-grandfathers
If
some
of
our
gospel is growing stronger and 'purer which the soldiers of one nation are
grandmothers
should
rise
up
from
their
and more powerful every day; that the distinguished from the soldiers of anprohetic vision which King Solomon other nation. Because our own be- graves and start to live as they used to
saw 3,000 years ago is being fulfilled loved American flag represents so do they would be ostracized from renow. The church today, like a bride, is much you always find it the most hon- spectable society, and we would have
preparing for the advent of the Divine ored emblem in the camp or in the nothing to do with them.
But there is another fact which I
Bridegroom. She is going forth to per- field. I was never more impressed
want
to emphasize about this conquerform the work which God has given with this fact than some time ago,
ing
army
of the gospel church—that is,
her to do, "fair as the moon, clear as when I went to the Presidio, or army
its final conquest any hour.
it
may
win
the sun and terrible as an army with quarter of San Francisco. I went there
time
may
be at hand this century,
The
banners."
with a very important message to the
this
year, this month,
this
decade,
The prophetic vision of my text lik- commandant of the post, Colonel Lungoing
to come and eswhen
Christ
is
ened the conquering church to a great deen, from the commanding general of
ktnidom upon
tablish
his
universal
army in numbers. It likened it to a the coast, Lieutenant General MacArlong
years
arid generathe
earth.
For
mighty multitude which marched by, thur. Suddenly, while I was talking
of
old
foretold
his
tions
the
prophets
company after cqmpane, regiment aft- to the colonel, the sunset gun was fired
Judaea. But the
birth
in
Bethlehem
of
er regiment, brigade after brigade, di- and the post flag began to flutter down.
vision after division, host after host. At once Colonel Lundeen stopped talk- people had waited for Jesus so long
There the army went marching, tramp- ing to me and faced about and stood that they became indifferent, and when
ing. And as they marched and kepc at attention before those falling colors. he did come they were completely
surprise. In the New Testastep the very earth trembled and Not one word would he speak until the taken by
have again and again the
ment
we
shook with the uniform tread of the ceremony of lowering the flag was
promise
that
Christ is going to come a
myriads of feet.
ended.
time
and
establish his kingdom
second
The flag, the American flag, means
Will Not Break Step.
church.
We, too. helve
through
the
You know that when soldiers come so much. It is the protecting emblem waited so long for the second ecc,..
)
en'
to a bridge they are ordered to break of our national government. In time of Christ that many of us are alit to
step lest the rhythmic pulsation of the of battle it is the great rallying point think he cannot come during onr ,lifemarching bring down the bridge. But for our soldiers. Where the flag goes time. Yet there has never been
in the scene of my text the conquering our soldiers always follow. When the eration since he left the earth t:e; ee
church will never have to break step. flag goes down confusion reigns; hence so ready as this Pb tvelcome
Its myriads of Christian soldiers will one If the most dangerous yet most has there ever been a time ee
march until the poundings of their honoted posis in the army is that of a as this for the proppetie fu 1;'n-,i. a.
many feet will make the earth shake color guardsman. So precious are the Christ's second advent. •
with the step of the advancing hosts. reginiental colors that they are always
The Second Cormr,:-.
The figure in this metaphor is not that turrotInded by the best and the bravest
if
this great army of
regiment
is
in
the
Now,
toldiers
when
the
of a "corporal's guard." It is not the
capturing the r •
church
is
field.
figure of a small company. But it is
gospel
Christ,
and
if the second :el
Now,
it
is
for
the
appropriate
the figure of a great warlike host upon
Jesus
may
any
other
artake
place at any r
have
a
flag
like
army
to
the march. "Who is she that looketh
our duty to j !!
banner
is
floating
does
it
not
become
What
kind
of
a
my.
forth as the morning, fair as the
and here a eue
the
gospel
battalions
of
the
church?
over
this
great
army
moon, clear as the Juin and terrible as
in
that
is
the
glorious
day
when all
There
is
only
one
flag
and
that
banners?"
with
an army
and
)111
unite
in celeleett
you
do,
heaven
shall
of
the
cross.
Whatever
banner
Oh, the immensity of the army of
•
fi.in•••••
g
sea to
ine
the
dominion
of
Christ
from
you
wherever
M.•••••••i•
0- -

'Calm age
er 0

I

•
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pea? Shall ttot we do something for
Christ's glory now so that we may
have the right to share in his spiritnaJ
triumph? Is it not about time for some
of us to give up living our mean, selfish, sorelid lives of sinful indulgence
and to join the great gospel host of
those who are, working and waiting
for the millennial dawn? Can we.
dare we, afford to waste even a day or
an hour in idleness when there is still
work to be done which may bring nearer this divine consummation?
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
It is said that when the distinguishIn use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
ed Dr. Backus, the late president of
Hamilton college, was dying the docand, has been made under his per.
tors told him he had but thirty minaieir--7-------"" sonal supervision since its infancy.
utes to live. "Only thirty minutes?"
• '-'<'`‘-'"'" Allbw no one to deceive you in this.
he said. "Well, as the time is so short,
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good"are but
then get me down on my knees that I
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
may spend the last half hour of my
Infants
and Children—Experience against Experiment.
earthly life in praying to my God for
the salvation of the world and for tlfe
establishment of his kingdom on
earth." So may we pray and work
and live that the time may soon come
Casteria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.'
when Christ shall appear and establish
goric,
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
his kingdom on esirth as it is in heaven.
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
And, oh, when that glorious day
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
comes, what blessed rewards there
will be! As the great church army
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrlmea and Wind.
marches past there will be a badge of
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
Christ's legion of honor for every
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
faithful one, no matter how poor or
Stomach and Bow( is, giving healthy and natural sleep.
how weak that one may be. After the
The Children's Pak kacea—The Mother's Friend.
Crimean war there was a great celebration in London, when Queen Victoria, with the prince consort by her
side, gave out medals to the heroes."'
Some soldiers came with empty
the Signature of
sleeves, some on crutches, some with
bandaged foreheads, but there were the
same melt royal smile and the same
reward for all. At last there was carried up to the beloved queen a poor
wreck of humanity on a litter. Both
of his arms and both of his legs were
gone. He was only a common soldier,
but in the service of his country he
had done his best. Then the revered
queen, with tears streaming down her
cheeks, went to the litter and pinned a
714E CIENYACA COMPANY. 77 FOIJANAY STIICET, Neill YORK CITY.
badge upon the poor fellow's breast
and kissed his brow and said, "Well
done, good and faithful servant." So
on that great day of the triumph of
Christ's kingdom upon earth some of tglliibill000•0600•••••••*••••••••••••—
the humblest soldiers are to get
Christ's rewards.
Would you not be that humble Christian soldier, Oman, 0 woman? Can
you not see the white horse of victory
with the King riding down the heav- •
ens? Can .you not hear the tramp of•
his conquering host? 0 man, are •
you ready to welcome your King as a 41
true, brave, self sacrificing, faithful •
soldier of his army? "Who is she that•
looketh forth as the morning, fair as
•
the moon, clear as the sun and terrible
as an army with banners?" It is the •
church; it is Christ's conquering army.•
•
Have you a place in the ranks?

What is CASTORIA

GENUINE

•

,

e

ALWAYS)

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.

hy

Not Experience the Pleasure and
Comfort of a

•
•

• FURNACE
Cough Caution•
•

[Copyright, 1907, by Louis Klopech.]

•

Never, positively never poison your lungs. If you
cough—even from a simple cold only—you should
always heal, soothe, and ease the irritated bron.
this] tubes. Don't blinclly suppress it with a
stupefying poison. It's strange how some things
finally come about. For twenty years Dr. Shoop
has constantly warned people not to take cough
mixtures or prescriptions containing Opium.
Chloroform, o,r similar poisons. And now—a little
late though—Congress says "Put it on the label,
If poisons are in your Cough Mixture." Good!
Very good !!Hereafterfor thisveryreason mothers.
and others, should insist on having Dr. Shoop's •
Cough Cure. No poison marks on Dr. Shoop's
labels—and none in the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And it's not only safe, but it 1
b.
is said to be by those that know it best, a truly remarkable cough remedy. Take no chance then, •
partictflarly with your children. Insist on having AI
Dr. Shoep's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the es
Dr. Shoop package with others and note the
difference. No poison marks there! You OILIS
always be on the safe side by demanding
•

in your home during the cornin winter? We are the very
people to help you decide this
matter to our mutual advantage

•
•
•
•
•
•

Remember Our Miners

ANDERSON & FOWLER.
(Incorp(rated)

10

YOUNG MEN!
Learn •TELEGRAPHYI
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Kentucky- School

The railroads need you for operators. Salaries $50.00 to $125.00 per
mouth
No other trade or profession can
be learned in as short time or pay as
good a salary at the start.
We are exclusively a Telegraph
School. Students given a thorough
Telegraphic education.
Positions furnished or tuition refunded.

•

The flopkinsville
Lumber Company
(Incorporated)

17th and(anton Sts., Hopi,insville, Ky

of Telegraphy
Owensboro, Ky.
.ESTABL,SHED olls8

The South Kentucky
Building kk Loan
Association
(Incorporated)

Offers You the Best Investments
for Your Savings.
it invests its funds
Because solely
in first mort
gages on the homes of the people in this city,and thus avoids
1 all of the risks attendant upon
commercial banking.
of its loans are
Because all
payable in small
monthly payments, beginning
as soon as the loan is made,
and thus reducing the loan and
Increasing our relative security
all the time.

IP VOU WANT

Ring, a Diamor.iii!Watch
Jewelf
-ivar
- or Cut Glass
A

THE EEET QUALITY AIM L. 'ARAL
PRIOIni
IF YOU CANNOT
IN PERIMAK weirs eon

••••• ....ren SET

PROM US.

. oue (Ares.oeus.

oome

Satisfaction Guaranteed Gr
Money Returned.
itautIftn ^oiored birth ston•
SOUVENIR fREF
for the asking

Cali and let us explain the plans
of the Association.

H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J.E.McPherson, Sec.

S
e
•

are the best to be obtained and that
we always stand behind the quality
of our work. Our head plumber is
one of the best and most practical
men in the state and you can't miss
it by giving us any work along this
line.

Dr. Shoop's
Cough Cure

-' •

:
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Bears
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•

•

404 linion St.
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e
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Will Meet at Haley's Mill Saturday,'

A. W. WOOD, Proprietor.
NEW ERA BLD'O, 15 wilier 7TH, ST.

October 26.

NUMEROUS BALLOTS•
•
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oli'VE overlooked something you want, if •
•
yotl haven't beeii in here to see our Hart, •
• hail-- r & Marx Varsity Suits.
There's no style for •
men so populai as
the VarsitY. Other
makers imitate it, •
•
and other dealers sell •
•
•
the imitation; but •
they lack the style •
•
that Hart Schaffner
& Marx get into
them; and for the •
•
most part they lack •
•
•
the all=wool quality. •
•
If you give us a •
chance we will show •
•
•
you some clothes that •
sr
a r e really worth •
•
while; such clothes •
•
•
as will be a credit to •
you and to us.

•
•
ARE CAST IN THE PONY AND •
•
WATCH CONTEST.
•
•
•
No Changes Made in the Standing cf
•
the Candidates in the Var•
•
ious Districts.

Teachers' association at Haley's
Mill, Saturday, Oct. 26. Teachers
$1.00 fi. YEAR.
should read "Phelps and His Teachers," "Silas Cobb" and Page's
Received at thei Postoffice in Hor"Theory and Practice."
kinsville as Second-Class Matter.
PROGRAM.
Subscription Rates.
10:00 a. m. Opening exercises.
*$5.00
10:15 a. m Welcome
Daily per year
1.26
months
three
Mr. Henry Helsley.
"
14
.10
per week
1.00 10:25 a. m. Response
Weekly per year
..Mrs. Hattie Robinson
44
.60
per six months
As busy as pees are the candidates
10:35 a. m. How to, Grade a
in
the New Era's pony and outfit
18,1907
FRIDAY,tiOCT
Common School
and
geld watch contest.. In every
_
.Miss Mable A dkerson
the little folks are hustling
district
10:50 a. in. What Should be the
Advertieing Rats.
every minute of their spare time
Basis of Promotion
Transient advertising must be paid
votes hr. the contest S9 that.
soliciting
Miss Stayce Jenkins
for in advance.
win the $300 pony outfit
may
they
11:05 a. m. Should Music be
• Charges for yearly advertisement/
eleven gold watches.
the
of
one
or
Taught in Public schools?.
will be collected quarterly.
them are succeeding
of
That
most
ei• Mr. J. L. Manire
All advertisements inserted within
their efforts can be plainly told
out specified time will be charged 11:20 a. m. How to Conduct a
vote below, the
Recitation. Miss Maude Blaine by a glance at the
for until ordered out.
was made last
which
of
count
latest
Announcements for Marriages and 11:35 a. m. How to Secure Good
a general
shows
count
'Phis
night.
Order
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, anu
gratis.
every
candidate
nearly
of
increase
published
notices of preaching
M. E. Wagner, Miss Vaanie
well
and
distributed
regular
so
and
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of
Lacy.
are the 'increases that no changes
Respect, and other similar notices, 12:00 m. Dinner.
were made in the standing. The first
five cents per line.
1:15 p. m. Summary of Phelps
•
big rush has passed anti now the
rvid His Teachers
boys and girls have settled down to
1st, 2nd, 2rd and 4th years
Court _Directory. .
work but at the same time
hard
Mrs. John Keith.
.1
most of them are holding their forCIRCUIT COURT—First Monday in
5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th years
FebruJune and fourth Monday;in
Miss Hallie Clark ces in reserve and will not cast their
ary and September.
...
hoarded votes until later in the game.
p. m. The Spirit of the
QUARTERLY Cr—Second Mon- 1:30
is yet nearly two months'
There
.Miss Susie Goode
Teacher
, April, July and
days in Januar,
before the contest will
left
time
1:45 p. m. Fitness to Teach
October.
Mr. John Keith close and this-giSes ample opportun- 0
FISCAL CouRTL, First Tuesday in
ity for any one to enter and become
April and October.
2:00 p. m. Responsibility of the
a
factor in the contest. We advise
in
Monday
COUNT CouRT--First
Teacher
the candidates to keep up their
all
every moth.
Mrs. Jimmie Jenkins
9
and keep up as well as possoliciting
2:25 p. m. Personal Habits of
0
sible in the race for we have one or
the Teacher
•
TICKET.
DEMOCRATIC:
Mrs. Annie Wright two cards up our sleeves which if
they materialize, will cause a genuFor U. S. Senator—J. C. W. Beck- 2:30 p. m. Give a brief summary
9
ine
surprise and much satisfaction to
ham.
of "Silas Cobb"
For Governor-43. W. Hager.
Miss Nonnie Hendri all concerned.
K
k4eneral—John
Attorney
For
The buggy and harness will be •
:45 p. m. Discuss some of the
Hendricks.
by the middle of next
completed
"School
most common
if
For State Superintendent
Evils" Mrs. Hattie Robinson week, West & Lee and the Forbes 3
Varsity sack suits $20 to $30.
Schools—M. 0. Winfrey.
Manufacturing company who are •
:00 p. m. Discuss School VirFor Commissioner of Agriculture
all wool; perfectly tailored;
Mr. J. L. Manire making them have agreed to have 0
tues.N
—J. W. Newman4
time.
Ae
that
by
pony,
ready
them
:15 p. in. Punishment
correct in style.
For Lieutenant Governor--South
Miss Maude Blaine "Bonnie Boy," has improved won- •
Trimble.
derfhlly since he arrived in Hop- 0
:30 p. m. Incentives to Study.
For Auditor—H. M. Boswocth.
Miss Susie Goode kinsville and has thoroughly de- •
For Secretary of State—Hubert :00 p. m. Adjournment.
monstrated that he is an unusually •
Copyright 1907 by Hart Schaffner & Marx
Vreeland.
,
fine
harness animal and one without
W. E. GRAY,
Laffoon.
-Ruby
Treasurer
For
the least taint of viciousness of any •
County Superintendent.
For Clerk of Curt of Appeals—
kind. He is tbe cutest little fellow 9
iohn B. Chenaullf
imaginable and dearly loves children. When the out of town candi,
CITY TICKET.,
dates are in the city we hope they
. First Ward—E. H. Higgins.
will come to the New Era office and
Second Ward—John B. Galbreath
let themselves be known and we will
• Third Ward—M. H. Carroll $
. Fourth Ward-Lucien H. Davis. ' he Tobacco Growers of Kentucky take pleasure in introducing them
. Sixtl. Ward—Geo. E. Randle.
to "Bonnie Boy." The contest will
Will Vote.
'Seventh Ward—E. H. Armstrong.
positively close at six o'clock on December 10, 1907.
4
he Louisville Times says:
PATRIC)]ISM VS. TREACHERY.
The count last night was:
Ruby Lafoon, Democratic nomi- 1
Concerning Gus Willson's adroit I ee for state treasurer, is in LouisDistrict No. I.
appeal to disaffected Democrats to 1 ille toda,y. "Thi3 Democrats have
•325
Miss Lena Clark
Five him their support, the Hender- I he Republicans on the run in the Carl
2151
Hisgenh
fact that
h tate," he declared. "T
•"
2034
son Journal wisely says:
i
k
Miss Alary Keegan
t haa been shown that A. E. Will1837
Waller
Glenn
Mary
Miss
"In plain words, what he asked
E on, the Republican nominee for
1710
Cornelia West
the Democrats ',redo was this: to en- overnor,
or is an attorney for the to- Miss
1296
Hooe
Weheell
in Kentucky has arous- !
ter into the counelils of the party, to i acco
778
Miss Annie Waller
register as Democrats, to lull their (d the voters and the growers will , Miss Elizabeth Gaines..
602
ticket. Where373
31d friends and associates into a fan- 1 ote the Democratic
Edward Smithson
ver the facts are told the greatest ;
332
Hal Johnson
pied feeling of security, and then, :
nthusia.sm for the Democrats is
160
1C aud Twyman
0
ander cover of this Democratic pro- 1s aroused, and even tobacco grow100
Susan Owsley
••••000100110001101100401110600 0410..)••••••••••••••0•41
E
the
in
them
rs who are Republicans say they I
fession of faith, to knife
100
Miss Desma Cantrell .
lark; he said if they would do that, N ill not Vote for Mr. Willson. This Colman Clark
78
4,
of making several.
98
he could win, and there isn't a par- 1 as had the effect
Thomas
Warner Lacy
t housand votes for the Demecratic
CERULEAN CHAT.
District No. 7,
was here several days last week on
15
Speedy Clark
tide of doubt but that, if a sufficient
e tate ticket."
a
visit to Mrs. B. F. Felix.
6150
12 James McKnight, Howell
slim Sara Bullard
number shoald do that, he would
Representative Ben Johnson, of
Ky.,
CERULEAN.
Oct.
17.—Mr.
4825
' 2 Bertha Clardy, Howell
Frederick Shaw
•
win, aud not otherwise.
t he fourth district, ;is also here to1027 ! and Mrs. W. C. Rice left last MonPreston*Haynes, Howell
Mr. Richard Sims. of Cobb died
2
No
District
•
bought
Demoreports
of
and
ay
"What Mr. Willson asked the (
Miss Nellie Allen,Garrettsburg 484 day for Alamosa, Col., to make their last Tuesday night. His remains
Democrats to do is nothing short of c ratrc interest and enthusiasm in the Pettit Fentress
5974 Judson Carter, Bennettstown, 231 future home. Mr. Rice has been were laid to rest in Millwood cemeections of the state that he has Wallace Ware
217 easier of Bank of Cerulean since its
2795 Frank Garner,Lafayette
lisgraceful. He suggests that they 1
tary near Harmony church 'in
isited.
159 organization and it is regretted by
Joe Kelly.
Bogue Quine, Lafayette...
2288
•
Cadwell county.
lo a false thing, a traitorous thing,
Miss Blanche Rasnake
1639 Carl Brandon, Lafayette... .. lop all in the community that had busiin unclean and insincere thing, h nd
109 ness transactions with him and also
West-Prowse.
Paul Witty
516 Albert Miles, Bennettstown
Miss Hattie Atwood of the Sink50 that knew him socially that he
that they do it too, with a Jesuitical
468 Miss Bessie Hester, Lafayette.
Miss Barbara H. Griffith
_
ing
Fork community is spending the
50 should find it necessary to go west.
280 John Marable, Lafayette
Sam Sacks
sppearance of sorrow, with all the
Mr. Drew West and Miss Ella Miss Adana Williamson
50 Mrs. Rice has been suffering for week in Cerulean.
186 Miss Maggie Purcell, Lafayette
mtward tokens and signs of a con- ,
rowse, a runaway couple from Oscar Skerritt
249 Miss Mattie Weaver, Herndon
11 some time with a throat troulbe
•
trite heart, with much lifting up'of Christian county, Ky., were married
W. H. Blakely has been unable to
• which made it necessary to find a
133
District No. 8.
Ray Boyd
work
for some time on account of
eyebrows, much righteous protesta- in the county court clerk's office this Cecil Allen
629 new climate.
93 Janie Walker.R. R. 4
rheumatism.
Harnmill.—
tton of doing what is obnoxions to morning by Squire D. T.
7 Sallie Fourquean, Gracey.
Iota Reese
406
Chronicle.
Leaf
Clarksville
Mr. E. Y. Pool, who has been west
3
Mulmenstead
Myrtle
their old-time loyalty, birt what is
Norma Riley, Newstead
a prospecting trip for about two
on
1
Susan Moss
necessary for the party's good. Mr.
Miss Sarah Smith, R. R. 1,
Margery Lois, little daughter of
The ladies of the Methodist church
months
returned to Cobb last Fri244
Gracey
T
J. Blakely, has scarlet fever
Willsons manner was studiously will have their'. annual dinner the
District No. 3
214 day. He speaks as though he is
Ben Cowherd
earnest, sober, and humdrum; he first Monday in December.
9899 Frank Cox, Jr
Lowe Johnson
100 better satisfied with Kentucky than
Mrs. R. J. Elliott and children
ever.
cast to the winds all the familiar ora1716
Jr
Morris
100
Roberts,
Thelma
Phil
For Rent.
Miss Grace Elliott spent several
and
8d
Fork
Sinking
Spurlin.
Oda
1061
Miss Vera Guthrie.....
torical tricks of the,candidate and
in Hopkinsville this week.
days
9.
No.
District
Turney,
who
been
P.
R.
has
Mr.
976
came among the people of Henderson
The Cedar Valley farm, fonr Miss Virginia Schmitt
Larkin
Armstrong,
Golden
Miss
3639
for
Mississippi
in
nearly la
located
386
Bernice Mabry
as a missionary pleading for con- miles East from Kelly. Come and
Clarence Brasher -Croft. R R 1
year is at home now. Mrs. Dr.
266
Tappan
Stanley
The institute ler_ white_ teachers in
S. H. MYERS,
Crofton
verts. We do not'beitieve that his ef- see it.
404 Hatcher of Nashville accompanied
144
Grau
Doretta
county Is in session this week.
Trigg
Ky.,
Crofton,
Miss Callie L. Witty, R. R. 6,
3 2 him home.
,
forts to create a AiptiVin the
e pinks
111
.
McCord
Ray
City
This .gives all the schools holiday
R. F. D, No:8
sd4t w4t
78 Zora Moreland, Crofton
227
Melvin aoker
will result to his satisfaction, we do
this
week, much to the delight of
Mr. Blakely Mizell,of Dexter Ky.,
200
66 Ruth Stevens. Sinking Fork.
not believe that 'bite Democrats of
and medium size boys.
small
LOST-Black and white setter Miss MarTa'Pergusob. ......
Rogers, R. R. 1, Crofton 100 Is here on a visit to his grand par46 FloraCates,
Miss Kathleen Perkins
Bert.
to
will
of
bitch,
answer
name
CrejKam
100
Roy
Henderson and Henderson county
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Blakely.
16 Miss Lelia Pettdleton, Sinking
Bernice V. Moore
have any idea of voting for Republi- Reward if returned to C. L. Daniel, Miss Mary Wiley ....
The Methodist churar of Ceru110
1
Pork
at Crescent Mills.
ti8twlt
50
Ethel Dieton, Crofton . .
Miss
can nominees for the sole purpos of
is holding a series of meetings.
lean
Mr. R. F. Blakely and family of
50
District No. 4
Miss Mary Boales, Crofton ...
chastening their own party, we do
Livingston county were here last Several ministers have been in atSTRAYED OR:STOLEN—A lemDistrict No. 10
2744
not laelieve that tey.will fail to see on and white setter .dogt18 months Houston Morris
week on a visit to J. L. Blakely and tendance this week.
po. 2 3591 Miss Ressie Cranor, Crofton .. 101 other relatives
through this very, transparent at- old, has been missing13 months. $10 Culpepper McGeel R.
4
.
100
Edna Morris, Star Route
101 Johnny Burkholder, Crofton
tempt to make treachery appear pa- reward for return:to
Rev. B.F. Sheffer and farnVy and
•
G.
60
Cranor,Crofton
Page Star Route.
triotic."
_ 11 Misa Mable
C. A. BRACKROGGE. Gaither
clecwtf
Mrs. Jeffesson Burgess and Miss Mrs. Nicholson and family have
I
80
Willie Vaughan
Jenkinaliampton,Croftou
.• c
Budgess of the Oracey coen- beep visiting Mrs. J. S. White this
,Ella
'1.1.a 4..7.1
.
District No. 11.
,District N9. 5
•A Treat
knunity went last Sunday ,to Mar- vteel•
Twit:.t Yirt
AmpS S0411 Rebekah Tandy, Pembroke
Beat. the
Miss Myra 'terrier, Ceruldan ROO
2158
shall county for several days visit to
ettle Dollins, Lattonsville... 153 Miss Laura Coleman, Gracey 272
At Star Theater for a meek begining *asters
relations.
Rev. D. R. Turner attended a
asora Hall
night of Oct. MO. The beautiful
13 John A. Bacon. Jr., Roaring
•
Baptist association in
Primitive
Springs.
District No. 6.
..
Passion Ray Pictures, The Lifa of
186
Have you paid your e
last week.
Marshall
Counts
Mrs. Fannie Hill (nee Barefleld)
Miss Robbie D. Wilson. Adis
Christ.
'tiller, P Igo
C MC
F. C. Underwood, - - - - Editor
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AGAINST WILLSON
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•
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Men's and young
men's Trousers, the
new bloomer and peg top styles. The biggest line
of men's negligee and dress Shirts. All the novelties in Neckwear The NEW BROWNS" in Soft
and Stiff Hats at $2.00. $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50.
Florsheim and D alg.las Gun Metal 'and Pat Kid
and °Colt shoes
•
in all the new
•
lasts and al'
•
BUSY STORE
widths. Niuns.
•
•
ing Union Suits for both men and boys
•
•
•
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DEMOLISH BRIDGE PITON HOME DR. HARRIS IS MAO
For Widows and Orphans Will Open
BY FIRING OFF HEAVY CHARGE

On ThanksgivinipDay.

OVER REPORT THAT HE

WILL

OF DYNAMITE.

Two Strikind
Garments!

SUPPORT WILLSON
The board of directors of the Kentucky Pythians home met Tuesday!
in Lexington. The members of the
Nothing Now Left But the Pillars board, all of whom were present,!
are: Emmett Orr, Covington, Pres- Regards as an Insult Allegation of
Which Will Support the
Candidate That He Will Get
ident; W.C. G. Hobbs, Lexington, I
secretary; Lucian Davis, HopkinsNew Structure.
Confederates' Votes.
yule; McHenry Rhodes, Owensboro;
R. M. Hunter, Nicholasville.
A. C. Byers, of Henderson, was
superintendent of the widelected
The work of demolishing the stone
bridge on North Main street was ac- ows and orphans' home, and Mrs. Dr. L. J. Harris, who lives abou
complished this morning when a Byers was elected matron. They five miles from town on the Prince.
charge of fifteen sticks of dynamite will take charge Nov. 1, and the ton road, a Confederate vetei an wh,
was exploded under it. The dyna- home will open Thanksgiving day, never misses a reunion or an oppor
mite swept the span of the bridge off with 20 children and four widows as tunity to fight over again the battle
even with the bottcpm of the arches, wards. Mr. Davis returned today of the Lost Cause, is almost read:
to again don a uniform and take. ni
leaving only the pillars which will from Lexington.
arms
as the result of a report whici
be used for sup/4)rting the new
his ears that he hat
reached
has
bridge. Two charges of five sticks
that he was going td
publicly
stated
.0000,
0 " of dynamite, each were fired under
for governor in Hi,
Willson
vote for
the bridge last night at six o'clock
coming election.
but they only slightly jarred the
"Yes sir," said the doctor yesto structure. Fifteen1
4: sticks vete then
FRANKFORT, Ky., Oct. 16.—The day, "a woman called me up ai d
placed in position and these were
court of appeals today affirmed the asked me about the report, sayio
exploded at seven 'clock this morndecision of the Clark county circuit at first ahat she wanted to fight wi h
ing. Several telephone and electric
court in the case of Mrs. Arabella me. After she had told me win,
light wires were broken by the fly* Mg stone and the houses in the Marcum vs. Alex Hargis. Mrs. she had heard I told her that if i
neighborhood were considerably Marcum sued Hargis for $8,000 dam- had been true she would have
,shaken up and on window in the ages on the charge that he had kill- right to fight me but that it was no
ed her husband, J. B. Marcum. The true. I went over to the tabernacl
residence of Mrs. A.
. L. Starling was
jury
decided for Hargis and an ap- the .other day to hear 'Willson speai
broken.
peal was taked by the plaintiff.
but I had to leave in a few minute
for I could not stand it. I under
GO TO WINCHESTER.
stand that he claims that ninety.
per cent of the old Confeder
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Oct. 17.—The ates are going to support him in th ,
coming election. I regard this a
Ulysses McGowan is Wounded By state association of physicians today nothing. short'of an insult, and s
decided to hold next year's meeting
far as Christian county Confeder
Allie Miles.
in Winchester.
ates is concerned I know that the
statement is false. I don't know ol
Ulysses McGowan, of the.Pee Dee
a single genuine Confederate vetervicinity, was shot through the right
an who is going td support -Willson.
hip Wednesday night by Allie MyEt has been a long time since I have
ers. The shooting occurred in the
been as hot in the collar over anyroad just across the bridge from
thing as I am this report which has
Binns' Mill and the weapon used
been circulated about my going tt
was a Winchester rifle. The wound DID KENTUCKY FARMERS IN
vote
for Willson. I most certainly
was given attention and McGowan
HOUSING THEIR CROP
am not."
will probably recover.
The details of the shooting are difHotel Latham.
ficult to obtain. People living in
that neighborhood state that the
The latest issue of the Kentucky
men and also a matt named Dennis crop report shows that the farmers
The management of the Latham
Thomas, were quarreling and talk- of this state beat the frosts this au- Hotel formally passed from Capt. L.
ing and abusing each other in a high tumn, and but for p small per cent W. Whitlow to the new lessee, Geo.
voice as they rode along the road of the late plantings in tobacco and W. Thompson, Wednesday morning,
and that just after crossing the a few scattered,truck gardens, the breakfast being served under the
bridge the shot rang out.
destructive elements that are so direction of the new manager. There
4.
closely identified with tke type of will be no appreciable change in the
weather which visits this state about working force at the botel, and for
this time each year will work little the present at least the popular day
trouble with the farmers. The re- clerk, T. R. Shaw, will remain at the
port in part follows:
desk.
"The expected frost in September
Transatlantic Commercial Business Is
Capt. and Mrs. Whitlow left yes- UNLESS Tilts BALLOT is TRIM VIED CAREFULLY AROUND THE BLACK
I INES IT WILL NOT BE COUNTED.
did not come, but on the contrary terday afternoon for Guthrie where
Transacted.
the warm weather during the month they will reside and where Cap'
rapidly matured the hulk of toe Whitlow will give his entire time
No. 32
Not Good After Oct. 23. 1907
corn
an 1 tobacco erns, and blab and attention to, the hotel at that
ISTEW YORK, Oct, 17.—The Mar1 wire•ese telegraph station at are no out of danger from the place.
•
frosts, eptcedt a very small per cent
LITTLE TO SELL So EVERYTHING
of late Plantings."
The prospect of the core yield, as
WAS VERY QUIEr.
Be sure that you have the correct number of the district in which yttur
----shown in the report. is 94 per cent
candidate lives as no tranfers will be made.
for September as against 88 per cent Scienc Has Now Found The True
Way
Indigestion.
to
Cure
he latter part of August. EightyThis Ballot Will Count One (1) Vote.
----two per cent of the burley tobacco
Planters Cot Good rrices fcr 27 Hog3and 81 per cent of the. dark tobacco
A few years ago. when a sufferer
For
heads—Books of The Adsociation
was ander shelter by'October 1. The from indigt stion went to a stomach
fine condition of the live stock testi- specialist, the result was a rigid diet
Are Now Closed.
District No .
...Address
starvation.
meant
almost
fies to the goodness of the fall crop list that
of grass.
But the first thing to do in the case
Voted by
The surprising number of dying of indigestion or stomach weakm-As4
The local tobacco market was at a
hogs in Todd county stand out in is to strengthen the muscular walls
IN Irt,
:n fully filled out and received at the New Era office by mail or
low ebb during the past week, there
contrast to the holaviest cor,n crop of the stomach and intestines
.
, so
'other s ise on or before the expiration of date shown above. Not good
having been practically nothing
realized in that section for many that they w:11 care for the food that
after that date. No ballot will be altered in any way or transferred,
doing
on account of there being
years. In Bell county a severe is eatery. In no other way can this
after being received at the New Era office,
nothing
to sell. It has been many
storm about two months ago played he done as well as by taking a Mi-oV•1••
years
since
the stocks were so comhavoc with the corn fields, with a na tablet before each meal. This
pletely
depleted as they are just now
demoralizing result to the faneers re•-d-ots strength to the stomach
taut were torn to pieces and their and there will probably not be over
in that s, etleil. A r.t-Ntsen of dry letiseles and stimulates the pouring
occupants injured. A passenge,r a hnnetred or so hogsheads carried
weather in Gruen &stunts, did not hie •-,•tt of gastric juices, so that the food
train on the Big Four railroad, four over to next season.
pi ov,• the COnd it i4011 ilf the crs,ps is digested readily rind its nourishOn the general market everything
miles away, had every coach winthere, but the larger per cent of the ment retained in the system to build
was
lifeless, and if there were any
dow broken and several passengers
counties in the state of Kentucky up energy and vitality.
16.—FonInd..
TANET,
Oct.
FON
sales made, no report was made of
were injured by flying glass.
have realized a big increase in toarJaaaarato
Do not think the sick headache,
them. Independeut dealers are be• OW
Glace Bay, N. S.. and Clifden. Ince_ bacco stored away and heavy corn heartburn, bad taste in the mouth, tanet was practically destroyed yesgin ing to look about at the new crop
coated tongue, spots before the eyes terday lip the explosion of the plant
land, will be opened today for crops for this time of the year.
company.
Powder
Dupont
the
of
a makit.
sleeplessness and the many other
transatlantic business. The first
symptoms that are the direct result The dead numoer from twenty-five
day will be devoted principally to
Their
handling press dispatches.
of indigestion, will go away of them- to forty-five. Over 600 persons were
in
building
the
every
and
njured
stricted though, on account of the
—
selves. The stomach must be built
injured
partly
badly
or
was
town
enormous gains made by the farmstrengthened
by Mi-o-na beup and
Meeting at Hebron.
ground.
to
the
leveled
Today's count is:
ers'
association.
fore you can be well and strong, free
Where stood it thriving and busy FARMERS OF CHRISTIAN COUNTY
F. 0. Eagles
The salesman for the Planters'
•
271607 from suffering and distress.
The Rev. W. T. Miller began a Miss Mary Crenshaw.... •.244969 In many of the best homes in town of 1,000 people tonight there is
Protective association reports the
ARE VERY BUSY
scattered
wreckage.
The
and
ruined
Margaret
Thompson
meeting at Hebron church, near
sale of 27 hogsheads during the week
144423 Hopkinsville and adjoining towns,
Church Hill, Sunday night. The Miss Cornelia Hooser
this being the nondescript types left
.....11961 the handy little Mi-o-na tablets, so dead and more seriously injured
Fleeting will probably last ten days Miss Virginia Butler
from the season's offerings. There
9024 pleasant to take, yet so effective, have been taken away. Five hunChristian church
Or more.
• \-• .8866 have given quick and lasting relief dred inhabitants, all mote or les 1 Farmers all over the county are are now only three hogsheads for
il'engaged just 139W in sowing sale on this branch of the market.,
Mrs. C. E. West
8761 from indigestion and that disagree- less wounded, remain to gather their tbusily
wheat. Some of them had a they having sold
scattered household gods and sleep
1st. Pres. Sunday school
8728 able full feeling after eating.
about 6,600 here
TOOK Carbolic Acid.
Vera Weaver
3496
under tents and on cots guarded by considerable portion of their crops during the season. Prices were good
The
guarantee
L.
L.
that
Elgin
Ethel Brown
4801
planted several days ago and in coma 3r1ng the grade
soldiers of the state.
of the tobacco.
Louise Adwell
3246 gives with every 60 cent box of Mi-osome
cases the fields are already
Mrs. John Clark, near Crofton, Maude Warfleld
warning,
powder
the
Without
Ttibooks
of
the
association
clos2290 na, to refund the money unless the
green wish the tender shoots, but ed on October
swallowed carbolic acid Sunday Jennie West
•
1133 remedy cures shows.their confidence mills. seven in number, blew up
10, and now no more
morning by mistake for castor oil Miss Frances Cravens
947 in the treatment. He takes the 9:15 this morning. They employed most of the planters were waiting pledges will be taken for this year's
Physicians were summoned at once K. of P
924 whole risk, and MI-o-na will not 200 men. and of these 76 were at for a killing frost. It is said that a crop, and those farmers who have
.heavy frost greatly reduces the ray- not joined will have
.4pad everything possible was done Emelia Frankel
702 cost you a penny unless it cures.
work.
to dispose of
tor her relief. It was feared for a Miss Ida Morrison
occurred
in
the ages of the Hessian fly and so the their tObacco themselves. During
The first explosion
630
Mrs. Buck Hardy. time that she would die. •
619
press mill. In quick succession the farmers had always rather plant the closing daysleores came in and
Elect
Officers.
Miss Verna Southall
glazing mill, the two coining Mills their wheat after a frost. Two or joined the association and the orMiss Ruth Oldham
276
and the IcooWel4 magazine Re* up, three heavyirosts have now fallen, ganization now claims to control
MASONS ELECT OFFICERS..t
M. W. A
Dering and Frank Lumber corn- followed by The cap mill. in the the weather is delightful, the soil is about13,4000 acres of the 16,000 which
2456
Miss Mary sulithaon
212 pany held a meeting of stockholders magazine several hundred pounds in perfect condition unless it is the. were planted in this county.
gr
LOUTS V ILI,
., Oct. 16.—R. Grace Church '''
fault of the farmer in not having
240 yesterday and elected W. L. Cortel- of powder was stored.
R. Barnum, of Richmond, was to- I. Q. 0. F -.1' '....
sufficiently
cultivated it,'atill WS the
. ......
' .'..
The concussion when it blew up
. 166 you, of Coynorsville, Ill., superinday elected grand junior 'warden of W.0 W
. 147 tenient, and it. E. Lewis, secretary was felt nearly 200 miles sway. , iseii,,on is an exceptionally favorable
the Kbritucky lodge of Masons,.‘and Elks Lodge
” tht- r,
'wing of the seed. FulEvery house in the town was d.
Seeing the beautiful Fassion Play
148 and treasurer. Mr. Cortely..ni will
Henty Barrett, of Henderson, was Dark T. D. A
cage
in
will
houses
duties
stroyed.
two
about
Farm
his
three
assume
Pictures,
mil,
be
Oct. 28th, to Nov, 2nd at the
plant..
140
elected grand master.
Miss Hattie Lacey
away jechoo1houses equally di
100 weeks.

PRICED VERY LOW.

W )01 Kersey long Cloaks, best making,
•cuffs and neck trimmed with iielvet, black and
castor colors, 50 in. long. This is as good cloak
s we tver sold at $6.50, even under the rule of
the low prices of three years ago. As long as 100
wili kis,t vu i:n hive one at

DECISION AFFIRMED

SHOT IN HIP

J. H. Anderson &

BY WIRELESS

C
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MARKET DEPLETED

•

Children'sPopularity Contest

EAT WHAT YOIJ WANT

TOWN DESTROYED.

S

PIANO CONTEST.

, THE HE T ingrbe
a.wtheirevperepoasrsaitbilueuetheuy
ty0

Do Not Miss

•

••?:

f'•

Fine, all wool, Satin finish Kersey Cloak,
handsomely tailored. Comes in brown, red, black
and castor. Would be good value at $10.00. We
have50 of them, ylu may take one at

BEAT THE FROST

4,4104

•

*

""•

•

•
"" ••• - •

P."
41f, 4."`

4
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Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy without them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering,
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its penetrating an soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasan feelings, and so prepares the system for the
ordeal that st - passes thtough
the event safk.k and with but
little suffering,
numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
bottle of druggists.
Book containing
valuable information mailed free.
tHE BRADFILLD REGUIATOR CO., Atlanta, Ga.

FROM PRISON CELL MRS. CHADWICR
PASiS INTO THE LIFE BEYOND.

OW Main

as high as you can—there's no
danger—as low as you please
—there's no smell. That's
because the smokeless device
prevents smoke or smell —
that means a steady flow of
glowing heat for every ounce
of fuel burned in a

•

...1111to‘o...

mers
friend

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

—

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

4

You can carry it about and care for it just as easily as a lamp.
Brass nil font hokls 4 quarts burning 9 hours. Handsomely finished ii4 japan and nickel. Every heater warranted.

4

Grand Auction Sale of Town Lots
AT GUTHRIE, KY.

RD/6 Lamp

adds cheeriness
to the long
winter evenings. Steady,
brilliant light to read, sew or knit by. Made of
brass, nickel plated, latest improved central draft
burner. Every lamp warranted. If your dealer cannot supply Perfection Oil Heater or Rayo Lamp
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.
The

lerisfo

- -sx\

to

6
•

•

TUESDAY OCTOBER 15 1907.

I will sell at auction (100) one hundred business and resi49
dence lots suitable for hotels, factories, warehouses, business
0
houses and residences.
•
•2
This is the best lot of property ever offered in Guthrie. The •
••••
.4* 27
• fine business lots of A. F. Rogers are included in this sale. •
Correspondence solicited,
CHADWICK.
CASSIE
MRS.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
11).,
R. LESTER, Guthrie, Ky.
9
.
(Incorporated)
10).
COLUMBUS, 0. Oct. 11.—Cassie borrowed a large amount which she ‘‘‘,1
011ivisiNIMMI
/
1
4
71$1ii,0\4t10
)
Chadwick, former high priestess of was unable to pay. Other creditors jilt? i'lliPjattPfialli
frenzied finance and the most stup- came down upon her, and within a
endous woman swindler in history, short time she was placed under ardied in the penitentiary here at 10:15 rest by the federal authorities on the
last night with these words on her charge of conspiring with Charles
Beckwith, the president, and A. B.
lips:
"I am glad that the end is here." Spear, of a National bank at Oberlin
Mrs. Chadwick, born in a back- 0., which had been substantially TIME CARD
Effective April 13, 1905
NORTH.
r-oods town in Canada, became the looted. Mrs. Chadwick had obtainSOUTH
wife of a Cleveland physician of ed from this institution such large No. 62 St. Louts Express...10:12 a in No, 61 St. Louis Express... 6:18 p in
social position. Before that, as sums that it was compelled to close No. M St. Louis Fast..... .10:06 p m No. 63[St. Louis Fast Mail .5;37 a '-n
No.93:Chicago and New
•`Madam Devere," a fortune teller its doors, causing heavy losses to the No. 92 Chicago and New
Orleans
Limited
6-07
a
in
Orleans Limited.....11:50 p in
she had, it is alleged, a criminal car- depositors and ruining many of
o. 66 Hopkinsville Accom.8:66 p in Ne. 66 Hopkinsville Accom.7:06 a en
them.
eer.
Nos. 62 ard 64 connect at St. Lis for all points west.
Mrs. Chadwick, Beckwith and
She obtained loans by representNo. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as far south as
ing that she had a batch of securi- Spear were indicted for a variety of Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
TO BE HELD AT
Nos. 63 and 65 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
ties, tied up so that she could not offenses against the National bankcinnati
and all points north and
use them at the time, in the Wade ing laws. Beckwith died before corn- for Memphis and way points. east thereofj Nos. 63 anp 66 also connect
Park Bank, and that they were ing to trial, Spear pleaded guilty,
N.92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers tx p
Dint?
was sentenced to seven years in the south a Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
worth $5,000,000.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon,Jacksonville, St. Augustdne
She produced notes signed with penitentiary, and is now serving his
vid Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman ,sleepers to New Orleans. Connects
time
at
Columbus, 0.
the name of Andrew Carnegie, which
•
Guthrie for points east and west
MORNING OF
J • C. HOOE, Agt.
Mrs. Chadwick passed away with
were forgeries, and on the strength
of these mythical securities she ob- the mystery of her life still uncontained huge loans from bankers. She fessed. At her side was her son,
claimed to be Carnegie's natural Emil Hoover, the"half-headed boy"
who stood by her loyally from the
daughter.
CON !STING OF
Like Mrs. Humbert, shb exercised day she WAS first exposed. She held
a fascinating power over men,easily his hand in dying. Also her sisters,
TIME CARD.
making them believe her strange re- Mrs. S. M. York and Mrs. Weston,
Effective May 26th, 1907
presentations. She obtained un- Cleveland, sat by her side.
Once
her
mind
wavered
from
tradespeople,
in
delirum ana
limited credit
NORTH BOUND.
.No 332 Padvcah-Cairo, and Evansville, Accom., leave 6:00 a. tn.
buying gems, gowns and expensiv she called for Dr. Leroy Chadwick,
206 Evansville and Louisville Express.
11 :20 a. in
the husband whom her scenies ruinhats without regard to expense.
26 Chicago-Nashville Limited,
When her much-vaunted batch of ed and disgraced. But when Emil
SOUTH BOUND.
4
securities in the Wade Park Bank reminded her that he is working in
26, Nashville-Chicago, Limited
4
206, Evansville and Louisville Express, arrives.. ...86
6:135
25
6 pa
p:
.m
min.
was opened the/eontents were found overalls in a southern village, pov4'
321
Evansville-Nashville
Mail,
3
60
in.
p.
erty-stricken,
the
expiring woman's
to be worth not over $6.
Nashville-Chicago Limited carries free reclining en air cars and buffet
In November, 1004, she was sued mind steadied and she said, "I am Sleeper. All trains run daily. Train 25 and 26 make local stops between
sorry for him. Please tell him so.
by a man hamed Newton, of Brook- For the rest I don't care."
Nashville and Princeton.
J.B. MALLON,Agt
Pty such noted Sires fig Hi.way 1241, Lynn Boyd, Jr., 1867, Dewey (-),
ine, Mass., from whoni she had
King EAgle 750. Truttsrs by Eclectric 11321 (fisli brother to Anion 2:01N,
the champion -yeaf-old trotter and the hight* priced trotter of the
world). Reelected by Electioneer 125. Pacers by John R. Gentry 2:01Yt
out of Brown Hal dams; and a few with records as low as 2:14. Also a
few registered thoroughbred brood mares and yearlings Df the most fashionable breeding. One 2-year-old filly by Highwave 1240, 1st dam Charlie
D., a full sister pf Lynn Boyd Jr., 1867 by Lyman Boyd 44, and several Officers Elected.—Endorse Davis Me..MNIMMMIM
moral Plan.
other combining three Cobbett L'exington crosses. Some ,as grand individuals and as rioy%lly bred ones as were ever led into a sate ring. A rare
chance to secure foundat:on stock for breeders. Terms 8 `months, time
PARIS, Ky., Oct. 11.- The state
date
of
sale,
2
per cent off for`cash.
besiing 6 per cent interest from
convention of Daughters of ConfedFor full particulars address,
eracy has adjourned. New officers
are as follows:
Has Been
President, Mrs. W. W. Talbott,
•
Paris; first vice president, Mrs. Polk
Prince, Guthrie; third vice ,president, Mrs. Mary D. Bond,LawrenceTRENTON, KENTUCKY.
burg; corresponding secretary. Miss
Lucy Colville, Paris; treasurer, Mrs.
Frank Allen, Sharpsburg; state secretary, Mrs. John Woodbury, Louisville. Re-elected historian, Mrs.
Gray Gatlin' Swan, Murray, and
The only way they can ever be better is to raise the pinchaplain, Mrs. Jennie Cathawood
Bean, Winchester.
nacle---elevate the standard---and evedt then our vehicles
The next meeting will be at Bards•

1.-e

1

Annual? Public

Louisville & Nashville Railroad

HORSE SALE

GUTHRIE, KY1, RACE TRACK,
OCTOBER 25th and 26th, '07

4

Illinois Central Railroad

Registered Saddlers, Trailers, Racers
and Thoroughbreds, Brood Mares,
Young Stallionvand Allies

U. 0. C. MEETING

•
• The Pinnacle of Human Skill
• Reached IN OUR CARRIAGES
• I
•
•

W.A. Dickinson

NI V. GERHART'S SONS
of Clarksville, Tenn.,

Hay recently added to their large line of goods which
they carry in their Up-to-Date Department Store a

Stocked DRUG DEPARTMENT
in which you will find many of the household necessities. Let es mentien a few of the values—

ALL $1.00 PREPARATIONS WE
SELL FOR 75 CTS
•

Such as Peruna, Swamp Root, Wampole's Cod Liver Oil, Scott's
Emulsion, Hagee's Cordial of Cod-liver-oil, Miles' Nervine, King's
New Discovery, Pinkham's Compound, Wine of Cardul, Prickly Ash
Bitters, Hood's Sarsaparilla, S. S.S. and all other popular remedies at
the same price.

All 50c Size Preparations We Sell for 40c
Such as Califonia Fig Syrup, Bromo Seltzer, Mellin's Food, Dr. Fenner's Golden Relief, SIoan's Liniment, Wizard Oil, Radway's Ready
Relief, Mexican Mustang Liniment,Pond's Chamberlain's Cough Remed7, Cuttcura Ointment, and we can furnish you any other 50c preparsti,In at the same price.
Castoaria, 28c; Orovers Chill Tonfc, 35c; P. & W Quinine, 1 ounce
bottle, 13c; Mennen's and Colgate's Talcum Powders. 15c. We also
have a ful' line of toilet articles which we sell on the same basis.
Upon request, we will mail ynu a complete list of the articles in
our Drug Department, quoting prices on same, and if at any time you
are in our city we will be glad to show you our large stock which we
carry in all iiepartments.
Respz.c ifuliy,
toil

Ns V. GERHART'S SONS
4,41041ss

town.
• The convention at the evening session indorsed the decisiot of the Orphan Brigade,to purchase the home
of the late Jefferson Davis and preserve the log cabin in which he was
born and the work of the Federation
of Women's club for the betterment
of public school houses in Kentucky.
am'
• 0
Asylum
\
Sent to

will be found at the top. They are
now
not so high in prices, though, as to
be out of reach of most vehicle users.

Let us Figure With You on a
Martin;Six Wheel Safety
—Any Style

\

F. M. Mast was yesterda adjudgaered
ed of unsound mind and
sent to the Western Asylum fo the
Insane.
Mr. Mast was not considered dangerous but his condition was such
that it was thought best that he be
sent to the asylum. It is paid that
Mast was for twenty years a master
mechanic with the Louisville &Nash
ville Railroad company and a workman of exceptional ability. Yesterday he carried on his person a valuable and handsome watch which
bore in the back an inscription stating that it- had been presented to
him by the mechanical department
of a railroad.

ftfittA

Dyspepsia Cure
vis ikari

We sell them.

e
fi Planters Hardware
••
Company
•
•
• ,.S..•
•.••••••
Incorporated

•

.

• • /

OCT. 18, 19C07 .

Colds on
the Chest

WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.

COMMON SENSE

IFORMERKENTUCKIAN

PAGE 9

COURTHOUSE CRANK

te
most iptelligent people to use only
ale Ines of uiown composition. Theretore t, is Ala Dr. Pierce's medicines, the
tnake
ich print every ingredient
entering
hem upon the bottle wrappers and att
its correctness under olth,
.
I
are daily gr .ing in favor. The cordetEMEMBERS WITH PRIDE HIS position
of D Pierce's medicines Is open WELL KNOWN SPECIES ALL OVER
to
everybo
dy, r. Pierce beinf,
, desirous,
OLD HOME HERE
Ask your doctor the medical
THE COUNTRY.
of ha% in
t of investra•
name for a cold on the chest.
Ion turned fully upon uk fo:mul,e, he n
con 'en t
gramipmmeas ion
He will say,"Bronchitis."
• owisall= icines s nown t le more
Ask him if it is ever serious.
P.. t ura i% merits e 0
All sheet music in stock goes for 10c no matter what the regLastly, ask him if he pre- Visit to the Grand Did Commonwealth, nize • eing who ly ma e o he actives Never Misses a Trial Or a Speech
me
icinal
principl
es
extracte
ular
d
Absence
from
Long
After
Puts
New
price may be. Call and see this before going :elsewhere
na,
scribes Ayer's Cherry PecNo Matter How Insignificant Or
tive forest roots, by exact processes
toral for this disease. Keep
original with Dr. Pierce, and without the
Blood in Veins.
What the Weather.
use of a drop of alcohol, triple-refined and
in close touch with your
chemically pure glycerine being used infamily physician.
stead in extracting and preserving the
Ninth Strtet, Hopkinsville, Ky.
curative virtues residing in the roots
We publisi our formulas
The ending of the present term of
Windsor, Mo., Oct. 7, 1907. employed, these medicines are entirely
Remember the Soda Fountain
We banish alcohol
free from the objection of doing harm the circuit court will break up
Editor Kentucky New Era:
from our medicines
for
by creating an appetite for either al- a time
lAyers
We urge you to
a favorite loafing place for
Dear Sir:—
consult your
coholic
beverages or habit doctor
As I am an old ex-Kentucky drugs. Examine the formula forming a number of men, who never miss a
on their
When you tell your doctor about the bad boy I will write you a letter. I was bottle wrappers—the same as sworn to by trial or a speech. says the:Frankfort
taste in your mouth, loss of appetite for born in the year of 1838 near your Dr. Pierce, and yon will find that his Journal. They would come under
breakfast, and frequent headaches, and city. My parents moved to Missouri "Golden Medical Discovery." the great, the heading of "court house cranks,"
when he sees your coated tongue, he will when I was fourteen years old. I blood-purifier, stomach tonic and bowel and have the
patience of Job. No
regulator—the medicine which, while not
say, "You are bilious." Ayer's Pills
recomme
Johnso
nded
trial
county
live
in
to
n
is
cure
,
too insignificant to claim
Mo. I setconsumption in its
work well in such cases.
tled the farm I now live on in 1866. advanced stages(no medicine wl11 do that) their undivided attention, and no
—Vs(te by the J. C. Ayer Co.. Lowell. UL
yet does cure all
I visited the old Kentucky home at tions of head and those catarrhal condi- lawyers• speech, however prosy;
throat, weak stomach,
the:Horne-corning last year for the torpid liver and bronchial troubles
iat
datt.
, weak tires them. Day after day they ocfirst time since we moved from that lungs and hang-on-coughs, which, if neg- enpy points of vantage in the court
lected or badly
lead up to and room, drink
country, and I want to tell you I finally terminate treated
in every wprd that is
in consumption.
Take the "Golden Medical Discovery" utterel, and crane their necks to
never;enjoyed[a visit better in my
in time and it is not likely to disappoint catch
life. I had a nice time the week I you if only you
every movement made on the
give it a t .orottph and
Our future-bought stock is arriving and the enstayed in Louisville. The people did fair trial.' Won't expect miracles. It inside of the bar. Extreme heat or
evterything they could to have the won't do supernatural things. You must cold have no effect on their seasoned tire line was bought right. This fall
and winter
exercise your patience and persevere in its
nOme-comers enjoy themselves and use for a reasonable length
of time to get natures, and they are equal y at y norof
pit by our foresight.
itwill be long remembered by the its full benefits. The ingredients of which home and at ease sitting in the
Dr. Pierce's medicines are composed have
exl-Kentuckians. I went from Lou- the unqualified endorse
ment of scores of benches when the mercury climbs
isYille to Hopkinsville where I have medical leaders—better than any amount to the century mark or drops below
of lay, or non-professional, testimonials.
a great many relatives ikrul old They are
not given away to be experi- zero. Many of them do not comschoolmates. I visited the old home mented with hut are fold by all dealers in prehend a word they hear of the
west of your city, where I had a medicines at reastranie nrices
court proceedings, but these are the
grand
time
with
very ones that seem most interested,
relativ
es and ft lends
apply it
Death at LaFayette.
for a month. When I visited the old
and are always apparently fearful
home and the dear friends of that
lest a word or a gesture is missed.
News has been received in the city
grand old state it just seemed to put
When court adjourns they arise
00000001011111100010000410011•••••••0011
new blood in my veins, and will ever of the death of Mrs Mary Garner at slowly, and generally with a sigh,
praise the grand old state that gave LaFayette. She was 25 years of age, as if very grieved that they are comIncorporated.
me birth, and I am proud that I had and typhoid fever was the cause of pelled to depart until the opening
Next to Court House.
such a nice time while I was visiting death.
of the next day's session, which
time they very promptly take up
vr-ar-wr•VT-TriP'ernrr-Tr111".71"Pln In and near your city. I knew nearA weak stomach, causing dyspep- positio
ly every farm west of Hopkinsville
ns in the favorite benches.
sia, a weak heart with palpitation or
on the Princeton road to Bainbridge, intermittent pulse,
A civil suit in which five dollars is
always means
and while I was visiting my cousin, week stornach nerves or weak heart involved is viewed by them with as
Dr. L. J. Harris, I named the own- nerves. Strengthen these inside or, much interest as that of one involvers olf the said farmers when we controlling nerves with-Dr, Shoop's ing a large estate7 or thousands of
Restorative and see ho vr quickly
lived in that country 55 years ago. these ailments
and
disappear. Dr. Shoop dollars in money, and a criminal
Special attention given to repairing of all kinds. •
We have a grand state in which I of Racine, Wis., will mail you sam- action for a breach of the peace
Satisfaction guaranteed. Shop down stairs in •
live and I am psoud of Missouri, but ples free. Write for them. A test draws from them as much attention
will
tell.
Your
health
is
certain
ly
I love the JId Kentucky home for
as a murder trial where a man's life
Phoenix building, on Ninth St.
•
worth this simple trial. sold by Anwhich I will ever have a tender spot derson-Fowler Drug
is
at
stake.
Co., IncofporP•0006600000600••••••••••••••••
in my heart and for the dear old ated.
To these benighted beings the
•
friends in that grand old state. I
sound of the court house bell is the
expect to visit your city and the eld
sweetest of earthly music, and it is
Do you want a position; fas
home home time in the near future
answered just as religeously as a
Cashier, Clerk, Bookkeeper,
if
I
live.
Dr.
L.
J.
zealous
Harris
diciple of Mohammed would
made
me
Stenographer, Telegrapher or
present
a
of
the
Kentuc
answer
ky
the
call of the muezzan from
New
Era
Typist? If,so, call or write at
for
one
year
last
July
the
cupola of a nearby mosque to
a year ago,
once, as we have placed all of
and it has been a welcome visitor in
come to prayer.
our pupils and friends who
that it is very unwise economy in orour home ever since. I am so dehave applied to us for help
der to save a few dollars to leave
lighted with your paper, as it conJudge S. W. Hager, Democratic
For Chronic Diarrhoea
and are now in position to
your property without INSURtains so much news of the old home
ANCE PROTECTION. The best in"While in the army in 1863 I was
and friends back there I don't want candidate for governor, will speak in
place you it you want our help
vestment a man can make is a small
to miss a number. 1 guess I Hopkinsville Monday, Nov. 2, at 1 taken with chronic diarrhoea," says
sum invested in a Fire Insurance
George M. Shelton, of South Gibson
"All to gain and noth- will be a life-time subscriber to your p. m. He will be greeted by a great Pa.,
Policy. If not insured let us take
"I have since tried many
paper. I will enclose my check to crowd. Judge Hager has frequen
tly edies without any • permanent remcare of the matter for you. Don't
ing to lose" at
you for one dollar to pay for the
relief
visited Hopkinsville but has never until Mr. A. W. Miles, of this place,
delay! Act now!
New Era another year.
persuadea me to try Chamberlain's
I will close wishing you a pleasant spoken here.
Colic, Cholera and biarrhoea Realejourney through life and that your
BEN S. WIN FREE,
dy`one bottle of which stopped it at
paper may live and prosper and add
The
Fire and Life Insurance,
Hon.
Ruby Laffoon, Demo- once."
For sale by Anderson &
to it in circulation.
with Winfree & Knight
Office
cratic
candidate for state treasurer, Fowler Drug Co., incorporated.
Yours Resp't.
will speak in this city the night beGEO. F. MOSELEY.
fore the election.
Why Colds Are Dangerous
or Hampton Fox, Manager.
J. T. Hanbery will speak Monday,
Because you have contracted ordiTelephone Z72
nary colds and recovered from them Oct. 28. at Eddyville in the interest
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
without treatment of any kind, do of the Derhocratic party.
0440.64404.-6•404-*••-•-•-•-•••••••••••••• not for a moment imagine that colds
are not dangerous. Everyone knows
Collector Ed T. Franks, Q4Owe ns
that pneumonia and chronic catarrh
boao,
will speak here Oct. 18 in the
have their origin in a common cold.
•a...5,11"-AIL>lrxIL.viro.11-vr t
Consum
interes
ption
t of the Republican ticket.
is
not
caused
by
a
cold
A W Wood
1-1 unter Wood,41 r
but the cold prepares the system for
1,
the reception and develepment of
Trial Catarrh treatments are bethe germs that would not otherwise ing mailed out free, on request, by
have louTd lodgment. It is the same .9r. Shoop. Racine, Wis. These tests
with all infectious diseases. Dip - are proving to the people—without a
theria, scarlet fever, meales and penny's cost—the great value of this
whooping cough are much more like scientific prescription known to
ly to be contracted when the child druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
has a cold. You will see frem this Catarrh Remedy. Sold by Ander
that more real danger lurks in a cold son-Fowler Drug Co., [rico rporated
than in any other of the common all
ments• The easiest and quickest
way to cure a cold is to take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. The many
Office, Hopper Block. remark
able cures effected by this
The following farms lying in Chrispreparation have made it a staple
Cumb Phones, 74 and 14-2
article of trade erver a large part of tian county, Ky.:
^1011-s41,11-"IL.+041r)•11.1,r).11..virs41-vir).4. the world. For sale by Anderson &
1 One of the best producing farms
howler Drug Co., incorporated.
Is the warmest proposition you ever tackled on a cold
in Christian county. An average of
Sent FREE
Barred Plymouth Rocks Exclusively. 1,400 pounds of tobacco and 25 bu.
day. Try it. We also have a long line of other Heaters,
to houseKeepers
wheat per acre made on this farm
last year. Lies 334 miles from Hopkinsville on pike.
Show birds and layers. Give me acres. Cheap at the Contains 233
price.
a trial and be convinced.
2 180 acres of unimproved land
DANIEL SUBURBAN POUL
adjoining the above described 233
TRY YARDS, Hopkinsville, Ky.
acre tract. This land is well fenced
CooK Boon
Cumb.',Phone 718.
and water accessible.
telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
3 400 acre, well improved and in
and styles to please the tas3e. You are cordially invited
high state of cultivation, within 16
Address LEIBIG CO., P. 0. Box 27
minute drive of Hopkinsville on
New York
good pike. Ideal home.
to call and inspect our various lines and comp
Rheumatism

Music!

The Famous Century Edition of 10c Music
is Now on Sale at the Graphophone Store

C. E. WEST, Jr.,

The Graphophone Man

It Pays to Read Ads

NEW CANNED GOODS ARE
ON THE MARKET

FOR RENT
UNFURNISHED

I

1 CaClumb. 500,

Two desirable
rooms suitable for
dressmakers

Home 1121.

Postel Block

J. MILLER CLARK

The Racket

•

JEFF MORRIS:
FINE
L, SHOES

'mAKIg

Boys
Girls

o
4
•

•
•
•
•
•

To Fill Positions

Did It Ever Strtke You

Fox's Business
College

Fine Cut Glass

1
1

1

A Warm Suggestion

Wood 86 Wood
Real Estate
Agents

FOR 'SALE.

Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef

Our 20th Century Laurel Heater

Cook Stoves and Ranges at Prices to Suit all Purses

0010•0041

DR. H. C. BEAZLEY,
Specialist.
EYE. EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 p
in. Office, Main St., over Kresstore,
_ Hopkinsvile, Ky.

Insure
against Accident or Sickness in the
best company in the business. Pay
your premiums by month or year.
The cost is such a trifle you'll be
surprised. See

W. B. CALL1S,
Fire, Life and Accident Insurance,
Hopper Building.

.rk41301 dyspepsia Uture
93mmusto what Ape apik

's
a bad thing
when a man's
got to work for
a living.
Scott.,
EmuLrion
is splendid for rheumatism. The cod
liver oil which
Scoff.:
EmuLsion
contains makes red
corpuscles faster
than the disease can
destroy them. Stiffened joints and muscles become supple.
The whole general
health improves.
All druggist.; 50c. and $1.00.

000000046

are prices

4 277 7-10 acres, well improved,
new buildings, stables, etc., lying
about 534 miles from Hopkinsville.
A complete farm and highly productive.
Tract No. 5. 7734 acres lying in
church Hill neighborhood.
Six
room dwelling, barn, stable, new
fences, etc. A bargain.
Tract No. 7. Farm of 106 acres
lying on Buttermilk road, 7 miles
from Hopkinsville pike extends
within 34 mile of farm, 50 acres good
timber and balance fresh land. New
dwelling, stable and barn, barn capacity for 20 acres tobacco. Good
well and fine orchard.
WOOD & WOOD,
Real Estate Agents.
Hopper Block.

before making your purchase

WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
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HAS ANEW MANNER
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UNDERWEAR

to visit
AT THE SESSIONS OF

UNIVER-

MR. THOMPSON TOTAKECHARG.E

The JELL-0 Booth

SALIST STATE CONVENTION

OCT 18

, Which is Clipped frem
Kentucky New Era,

OF HOTEL LATHAM.

Is Good for One Vote

at the

Jamestown Exposition

•

President Clark's Address.—Sermons

By Rev. Rasnake.—Next Meeting

Guthrie

In the Pi
}
a
,(nlo
RCentest.

GENTLEMEN'S,
LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

Located in Food Products Building at en- Capt. Whitlow Retires in Order to
trance to Horticultural Court.
Give All iiis Time to His
We have provided a spacious Rest Room
especially for your convenience, where you
may meet friends, write letters, read your
favorite magaziue, etc., etc.
Our demonstrators will be glad to serve
you with JELL-O, the dainty dessert, and
Ice Cream mad,. from JELL-0 ICE CREAM
Powder, free, slid explain bow easily they
Can hi.l.ft-2.irei for the taole.
The Gen esee fjre Food C3.. Le Roy. N. Y.

With the Hopkinsville Church.

UNDERWEAR

Business

Splendid Assortment to Select From,
Be Sure You See My me Before Puying

The semi-annual convention of
(From Tuesdav's!Daily)
Kentucky Universalists was held
George W. Thompson, an experiwith the Crofton church from the
enced hotel man, will assume charge
11th to the 13th, inst.
of Hotel Latham tomorrow. An
Mr. George M. Clark, the presi{agreement between Mr. Thompson
BARN BURNED.
dent, presided with his usual grace
'and
John C. Latham has beeh
.
and dignity. His address Saturday
reached
and the contract will be
14.—
Ky.,
Oct.
SHELBY VILLE,
afternoon on the five tenets of the
Weissinger signed this afternoon.
Phil
of
barn
big
The
The Best Shirt in Hopkinsville for the
Universalist faith, was exceptional- burned early this morning, together
surrenWhitlow
W.
Capt.
L1o3Pd
i
ly fine and was complimented on all with 55 head of work horses and
ders his lease on the property in orMoney. 98 Cents.
mules. The loss is $20,000.
hands.
Hotime
to
entire
his
devote
der
to
Hopkinsville, Madisonville, Crof' tel Whitlow at Guthrie, a business
ton, Charleston, Consolation and
Lest We
Call and See for Yourself
which has been a big money-maker
Fruit Hill were well represented and
restless,
is
of
it.
forget-Baby
can't,sleep ever since he has taken hold
good congregations were in attend- night, won't eat, cries spasmodically.
Whitlow's host of friends in
ance at almost every session. Dr. J. A bottle of White's Cream Vermi- Capt.
Hopkinsville
and among the travelW. Caldwell, of St. Louis, was ex- fuge never fails to cure. Every
will
greatly regret his deng
public
motheri
White's
baby
should give her
pected at the convention, but was
times parture from this city. He and Mrs.
many
Vermifuge.
So
Cream
prevented from attending on ac- when the baby is pale and fretful,
Whitlow are held in high esteem
count of sickness.
1 the mother does not know what to
admiration by the citizens.
Two sermons were preached each do. A bottle of this medicine would and
have been residents of HopThey
laughcheeks
and
his
color
to
bring
day by the Rev. J. M. Rasnake, pas-1
eight years, and the good
kinsville
It 4
•'•
tor of the Hopkinsville church. The Sold by L. A. John on & Co
entire
the
of
wishes
best
and
and
Sunday,
oh
reached
climax was
community will follow them to
notwithstanding the occurrence of a
Baby Burned.
, Guthrie.
Very unfortunate circumstance in
C 610$01044i1P30:040111441001.ralaqtlatt4484400000
The new lessee of the Latham has
the community, the house was filled
•
business for many
0
The three year old daughter of b3en in the hotel
almost to overflowing. Just before
E. B. Long, President.
W. T. Tandy, Cas
r.
to make it a•
how
knows
years
and
inerning
a
Sunday
colMiller
wa
,
Mrs.
W.
T.
Rev. and
the sermon
was for eight years in
lection was taken to pay off a small quite painfully burned Saturday at success. He
charge of the dining ear
indebtedness on the Crofton church. noon when a pan of hot gravy was personal
department of the great
and-hotel
In a few minutes the amount was turned over. The grease struck the
railroad, and for the
Pennsylvania
child on the back of the neck and
raised and more too.
years
has been manager of
past
two
Capital,'$60,000.00
411
After the sermon Mrs. Bertha flowed around under the right side
•
•
Cedar
Point
two
hotels
of
.the
the
that
address
was of the face. Prompt attention was
Haffner made an
Surplus,$70,000.00
Sandusky, Ohio.
greatly enjoyed by all. Rev. J. M. given the injury and the child is able Resort company at
This Bank ranks among the first in the whole state of Kentucky
He is a capable and farsighted busi4
Rasnake was appointed a delegate to be up.
in proportion of surplus to cepital.
mess man and a gentleman of genii
to the national eonvention which
In SURPLUS There is STRENGTH
You never have any trouble to get and attractive personality. He is a
meets at Philadelphia from the 24th
Joseph
P.
Po,
brother-in-law
of
Laxa,children
to
take
Kennedy's
to 30th of this month.
We invite you,- account as a safe depository for your funds.
tive Cough Syrup. They like it be- who has a financial interest in the
Deposit
The next session of the Kentucky cause it tastes nearly like maple leayour valuable papers in our vault—safe from fire and
se
burglars.
convention will be held with the sugar. . Kennedy's Laxative Cough
Hotel Latham is one of the hand- au
Hopkinsville church beginning on Syrup is a safe, sure and prompt
eft
Friday before the second Sunday in remedy for coughs am(' colds and is some.st hotels in Kentucky and one 7
/
next May.
good for every member of the familv'. of the most eeduring and effective
Sold by R. C. Hard wick..
advertisements Hopkinsville can
A Criminal Attack
104041044000403;actID.OtAteeefbefeielbe,(trio DalP
hope to have. Every citizen should
0 an inoffensive citizen is frequently made in that apparently useless
feel it a duty and privilege to do all
little tube called the "appendix."
Make a note now to get Ely's Cream in his power to contribute to its
It's generally the result of protract- Balm if you are troubled with nasal
ed constipation, following liver tor- catarrh, hay fever or eold in the prosperity.
por. Dr. King's New Life Pills
His Dear Old Mother.
regulate the liver, prevent appendi_ head. It is purifying and soothing '
I lit
ir
citis, and establish regular habits of:to the sensitive membrame that
Nothing Speaks Better of a Young Man
the bowels. 25c at Cook's Pharmacy lines the air-passages. It is made to "My dear old mother, who is now 410"
t
and at Cook & Higgins' drug store. overcome the disease, not to fool the) eighty tnree years old, thrives on
Than A.
writes W. B.
!patient by a short,. deceptive relief. Electric Bitters,"
Brunson, of Dublin, Ga. "She has
There is no cocaine nor mercury iti , taken them for about two years and
it Do not be talked into taking a enjoys an excellent appetite, feels
substitute for Ely's Cream Balm.' strong and sleeps well." That's the
.,
i All druggist sell it. Price 50c. Mails! way Electric Bitters affect the aged
and the same happy results follow in
It stamps its owner as a young fellow of
/ ed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren
Street 'all cases of female weakness and
brains, ambitions, thrift and economy;in
New York.
general debility. Weak, puny chilfact, as the possessor of the qualities that
WAS JUDGE HUSBANDS WHO IS
--.. e, 1 dren too, are greatly strengtheaed by
+IP
stand for SUCCESS. We particularly
also for stomach),
Guaranteed
them.
DEAD AT PADUCAH.
liver and kidney troubles. be, Coo
solicit the accounts of young men.
!& Higgins and at Cook's Pharmacy.
,
50 cents.
1,

THE KING SHIRT

A Reliable
Remedy

•
:
• CITY BANK

3 Per Cent. Interest en Time Deposits 4
4-v

it*

t

lr

B

Is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.
It c1eanse4, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Restores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail. In li(iuid form, 75 cents.
Ely Brothers,56 Warren Street, New York.

HAY FEVER
It

1

1

col..1 YOUNG

41,

t.

CALLS,

PADUCAH, Ky., bet. 15.—The
Hon. L. D. Husbands, one of the
oldest and best icnolvn Kentucky
jtiristS, died yesterday! of general de _
bility. He was born December is.
11323, in Christian county, and was

•■••

beaut:flea to. las Ir.
a tatutiatt grywth.
Patia to Ileatore Gray;
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Feel
Bad
Can't think? Got
head or back ache?
Pains all over your
body? Try—

HICKS'

®

Trial
Bottle

IT'S LIQUID 10 CU
EFFECTS IMMEDIATELY
REMOVES THE CAUSE.
Relieves Indigestion. Paine also.
Regular size 25c & 60c at druggists

‘4, t4

LL T
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ME;
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?rice

50c & 1.00
rec Trial.

Guarante:ei for all TIlli3OAT and
LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY

Bank of liopkinsville

rtawimmerssuwasznesummaravenav—
FOR THE

PAINLESS
EXTRACTION OF
TEETH
AN!'

FIRST
CLASS DENTAL
WORK
GO TO TM'.

Louis ville
llenia
Parlors

Col. Bennett H. Young, of Louis'dr
ville, commander of the Kentucky
Hopkiusville, Kentucky.
division, United Confederate Veterans, has issued the fyrmal call for
i(From Tuesday's Dail.e)
40this year's!annual meeting of the
Mrs. J. G. Bramharn, of Hopkinsdivision which will be held at Peyule, Ky., who has been the guest
served first as commonwealth attor- wee Valley on October 31.
of her son,
G. Branham, Jr., at
ney and until a few years ago icircuit
the McKay, left Wednesday for
judge. In 1859 he was elected to the
Kansas City., Mo., where she will
house of representatives. He was t
Vitalized Air
spend the winter.—Duluth, (Minn.)
married in 1851 to Miss Hannah
Herald.
Administered
Singleton, and in 1859 was married
Good Advice and Liberal Offer From
When Desired
Miss Daisy Nolen, of Hopkinsthe second time to al daughter of
visiting
Miss
ville,
is
in
the
city
Judge J. W. Cook, of ealdwell coun-1
a Well Known Hopkinsville
Bessie Stewart.—Madisonville Hustty. He leaves the following children;
C ruggist.
ler.
Misses Dow and Sallie Husbands 1
and Meeers. cook anti, Gip Huss!
Mr. and Mrs. J. WI. Rush, of KenL. L. Elgin has been advising all ton county, Ky., were in the city
banele.
! who suffer from any of the symp- yeste, day en route to Hopkinsville
Next to Court !louse,
toms of catarrh, such as offensive to visit relatives.-Henderson Glean- 0111.111.1•11111.111111111=IMW
Julius Caesar
•
I lopkinsville, Ky.
was a man of nerve, btltsienness left breath, dryness of the nose, pain or.
enurnomermememinsomr.ww-e4n*yrits mark and he became aged before across the eyes, stoppage -if the nose,
his time. Sickness is often caused discharges and droppings in the
L. W. Guthrie, of the post office,
by a torpid jiver. lit-Thine will regea+++++++44-•-•-es•-ea-p-o-e•-•-•-•-•
has returned from a visit in Indiana.
ulate your liver and give you health throat, coughing spasms and gelterMrs. Carrie Austin, Halton, Kan., at weakness and debility, to use
Rev. arid Mrs. W. E. Mitchell and
writes: "I consider Herbine the Hyomei. He goes so far ae to offer little daughter, Martha are spending
To Sell You the Best Cistern Pump on the Market.
best medicine I e,ver heard of. I am to refund the money to any user of
the day with Rev. and Mrs. J. A.
never without it. Sold by L. A.
We also carry a full line of Sheet Metal Buildii 0. Material.
Hyomei who is not perfectly satis- Kirtley.
& Co.
fied with the results.
fled
Miss Mary Bronough has returned
GET OUR PRICES ON
Quic% relief follows the use of the
home
after a protracted visit in the
Allen-Chappel.
Hyomei treatment; the stoppage of
Guttering,
Roof Painting and General ReShe was accompanied here by Roofing,
the nose is removed, the dropping east.
Miss Charlotte Louise Robins, who
Mr. Vechel E. Chaopel Mid Miss C eisei, the breath becomes pure a: d
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reckless and as untruthful as they
were in the campaign of 1895, when,
with false charges and promises, he
deceived the people of Kentucky into
electing him governor. In that campaign he slanderously charged the
Democratic administration of the state
with fraud and corruption, and promARE BRALDEY'SUTTERANCES FOR ised to the people that if elected governor and his party placed in power
INACCURACY AND DECEPTION
eehen they could "z_et a look at the
books," they woefld show up MS' Tra'ud
and corruption. For over four years
he and his party had control of the
Gov. Beckham Does Not Mince Words 'state government and of the public
records, and I repeat that they have
In Dealing With His Piredecesor.—
never to this day reported the discovA Notable Speech.
ery of a single act of fraud or corruption upon the part of previous Democratic administrations.

-WITHOUT PARALLEL

Stanton, Ky., Oct 10.— Declaring
that the Republican state campaign is
based upon falsehood and deception,
and that its chief exponent upon the
stump, former Governor W. 0. Bradley, is guilty in his speeches of perversion of records and distortion of
facts in a vain effort to cover up the
weakness of his cause, Governor Beckbarn in a speech to the voters here
today handled his predecessor without
gloves, not mincing words in answering the charges which Badley is making. He denounced Bradley's utterances as "without a parallel for inacourary, misrepresentation and deception."
Charges Completely Riddled.
Taking up the statement* and
charges made by the former governor,
the present chief executive riddled
them completely, showing in detail
wherein they are either childish or
misrepresentations, and
deliberate
that the Republican method of peddling slanders, forgeries and false-

s.de

J. C. W. BECKHAM.
hoods is for the purpose, if possible,
to divert the minds of the voters from
the real facts. He charged the exgovernor with being the man most
responsible for the temporary reign
of the fugitive Taylor, and declared
that Bradley might have averted the
great calamity, the assassination ef
William Goebel, who once did him a
great favor, If he had communicated
to him Instead of to those later
charged with complicity in that monstrous crime, the fact that his life
was being threatened /fey men brought
to Frankfort by Taylor, Powers and
others.
he Governor's Great Speech.
The spEech of Governor Bechham,
dealing with the charges of former
Governor Bradley, and refuting them,
is as follows:
In his carefully prepared speech at
Princeton on Sept. 24th, which was
printed in the newspapers, and in his
subsequent speeches, Governor Bradley shows the utter weakness of the
Republican cause in this campaign.
and in effect confesses their inability
to meet the real issues of it. With a
lame and futile satire he seeks to ridicule what he cannot antwer. II ienorea many of the most important
euestions in the campaign, and by artful and ingenious deceptions undertakes to confuse the minds of the
voters. He does not hesitate tp disregard facts, pervert records and distort figures in his vain effort to cover
up the weakness of his cause. I shall
show before I get through with him
that he has not only stated things
which were untrue, but which he
should have knesvn to be untrue. His
utterances in aras campaign are as

,
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Pitiful and Childish.
But how does the distinguished exgovernor, "Men confronted with this
answer to his charges in that campaign, seek to escape it?
In his
speech he says: "In 1896, when the
Republicans went into office, there
was not enough money in the treasury
to pay an expert bookkeeper to look
at the books on account of Democratic
indebtedness." This is so pitiful and
childish that no intelligent citizen will
let him off with such an excuse. Ho
had under his own appointment a
state inspector and examiner, drawing
$3,000 a year and expenses, with the
right to employ assistants, whose duty
it was, under the direction of the governor, to make such investigations of
Why doesn't Governor
the books.
Bradley own up like a man and confess to the truth that they did make
this investigation into the books and
utterly failed to find anything wrong?
His reference to the Tate matter is of
no credit to him or to his party, because that defalcation was discovered
and exposed by a Democratic administration, and Tate's bondsmen forced
to make good the loss to the state by
Democratic officials before Bradley
came into office. The promises which
he and his party made in that campaign were equally as false and insincere as were the charges.
Every intelligent citizen in Kentucky knows that the administration
of the state under Bradley and Taylor, from January, 1896, to February,
1900, was full of mismanagement, disaster and crime. It came into power
under false pretenses and it went out
of power in a carnival of lawlessnese
and assassination. Mr. Willson, the
Republican candi,date for governor,
spokesman Governor
whose cater
Bradley is, must stand upon that record of his party, and cannot expect
to deceive the people again in this
campaign as they dis, in 1895. The
attempt of Governor Bradley in this
speech to account for the grievous
mismanagement of our finances during
tneir administration is so weak and so
poor that it deserves hardly any mention at all. In his trinted speech
there are three lopg cpliimns taken
up vith`a futhbled thass of fiCurear Sc
arranged as to confuse rather than
to illuminate the subject. An expert
accountant could not reach any in
telligeut conclusion from such an arrangement, and it is clear that Governor Bradley himself was lost in the
statistical maze of his own figures.
He cannot repudiate his responsibility
for Taylor and Taylor's administsaflan. Nn .r_lati .as more responstale
for 'Tityibit'; tempeitare • pastier than
Bradley was; he was chief coun3e1
and adviser while Taylor was acting,
governor. He was in Frankfort all
the time and was Taylor's leading attorney in the contest cases. His Own
administration was bad enough. but
he and his party cannot escape the
added evil of Taylor's administration.
Even if we should grant his reques(
to hold them responsible only to the
end of his administration in Januar:,
1900, the comparison With Democratic
administration would be altogether in
our favor.
Charge Falls to the Grcund.
He states that while Taylor wa
governor there was a dual government
-in the state, and that the Democrats as
well as the Republicans were expend
ing the state's money. That is not
true. I was-sworn in ac governor on
February 3rd. The other ligrinocratic
officials were not sworn in until Feb
ruary 26th, and it was long after that
before we paid out a cent of the states
money. So his charge that we werc
responsible for any of the reckless
expenditures under Taylor falls to Ca
ground. It is not supported by the
records or facts, and nobody knows
-better than Governor Bradley the
truth about it. He knows, too, that
the Democratic administration afterward had to pay off the greater part
of the expenses for Taylor's lawless
soldiery as well as their debts in
curred during that disastrous administration. According to his figures
the state was in debt above its assets
when he assumed office, $1,421,498.
If we take his figures—and no one will
believe that he has understated the
amount—the records show that they
left the financial affairs of the state
Infinitely worse than they found them..
notwithstanding that his admini3tra
tion increased the tax rate from 42Ia
cents to 521-a cents on $100, and deu
bled the bonded debt of the state ta
borrowing $500,000. The records show
that when the Democrits took charer
in February, 1900, the state was in
debt above its assets $1,699,657.3, end"
according to his own figures it shawir
that they left the state with a deli'
of $277,659.36 larger than the dept
which he says existed when he came
Into office. These are the cold, p:aiti
facts, from, which he cannot escaee
which are clear to the simplest rt. el
and which he tries to dodge by print
lug three newspaper. columns of
accurate figures to confuse the min.
of the voters.
He knows that the Democratic ee
ministration has wiped out the
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debt uf the state which it found at pered more than ever before under fee was a little over $71,000, or a
the conclusion of the Republican ad- Democratic administration, but we fraction more than 5 per cent, the !lir up the angry passions of the mob
ministration, and yet he states, in this have compelled them to pay upon a lowest fee paid by any state in the End bring about lawlessness and
printed speech, that "the state is now fair valuation of their property. From Union for similar collections. Gov- crime than did Governor Bradley, the
in debt," and further he says "if the his figures it appears that we have Bradley knew of the existence of this friend and attorney of Taylor, in his
present administration has increased doubled the valuation upon them claim because he approved vouchers violent aim Leflammatory utterances.
the taxes for general purposes, in- since his administration. The tax at for $57500 for expenses for having it In his sworn testimony as a witness
creased the value of property and still 50 cents on this difference would be investigated. In a letter signed by in one of the Goebel assassination
increases our debts, it will, if contin- $57,960, which multiplied by 8 gives his assistant adjutant-general, whom cases be admitted that he had been inued in office, land Kentucky in Hell $463,680 more collected in taxes from he appointed, that official says: "I formed several times of the plot to
murder William Goebel, and yet, aleventually."
this one source in the eight years of will state that in the year of 1896 I
Why should the distinguished ex- our administration than would have learned of the decision in the New though Goebel had once signally befriended him, 'he failed to go and
governor deliberately make a state- been collected under the valuation of Yee: case, and
I at once set about to warn him of his danger. He cannot
ment that he and every other intelli- the Republican administration. That enforce the
collection of the claim of excuse his failure to do so by saying
gent citizen in 'Kentucky knows to be increase
alone is enough to pay for Kentucky and for the purpose went that two or three of the fellows who
untrue? Doesn't a subject of this im- one-third of the cost of our new cap- to Washington in January, 1897, and
portance deserve fair and honest treat- itol. This is one of the things which collected data and decisions which were in the plot came and told him
there was nothing in it. He cannot
ment? Have not the people at least goes to
explain how the Democrats, convinced me that Kentucky could re- excuse it now by denouncing that asa right to expect that a man who had with a less tax
rate than the Republi- cover something near one hundred sassination as an infamous outrage.
once held the exalted office of govcans, have been able to do so much thousand dollars. I came back to With the information which he receivernor should tell the truth about these for the
upbuilding of the state institu- Frankfort and laid the whole matter ed, and which subsequent developthings? Doesn't he give our people tions. The
records show that in 1899, before the governor and it seemed ments have shown to be correct, he
credit for more intelligence than to the last
year of Republican administra- little faith was placed by the state might have averted that calamity and
think it possible for him and the other tion,
there were only seven railroads administration in the success of pros- saved' the life of the man who hal
Republican candidates
to deceive assessed in
the state for taxation, ecuting the claim and the goveincr once done him such a great favor. 1-1e
them, like he and Mr. Willson deceivwhile in 1906, under Democratic ad- and auditor decided that they would was in the convention, his friend,
ed them in 1895?
ministration, there were nineteen rail- not advance expenses, etc., and the Mr. Willson, and other Republican
State Entirely Out of Debt.
roads assessed for taxation.
There matter was dropped as I did not feel candidates were in that same RepubNot only is the state entirely out of has been much development of rail- justified in advancing my own money. lican convention which "indorsed.
debt, but with all of the money that road business in the state under Dem- I had no doubt if I had done so I without reserve the resolute and patrithe administration has expended for ocratic administration, and some few could have received a contingent fee otic conduct of W. S. Taylor."
its public institutions, its schools, col- lines built, but not enough to make up of 25 per cent if I had taken the risk
He bewails the fact that Democratthe wide difference between 7 and 19. of collections."
ic leaders in this campaign refer at
leges and its new capitol and other
If such a contract had been made all to the events of that dark and
The Democratic general assembly of
worthy improvements, we will have in
1898 passed the McChord railroad rate by Gov. Bradley and the same amount bloody period. We Democrats regret
our treasury at the close of this ad- bill, a measure of vast interest to our had been collected then the fee for
them,
ministration the first of next January people, but Governor Bradley vetoed its collection would have been ;330 - that it is necessary to refer to
but we would be recreant to our duty
the splendid surplus of $1,250,000. I that measure and delayed its passage 000 instead of $71,000. But nothing
to the people if we failed to call atr
knive that a superb showing like that until 1900, when I became governor further was done by that administratendon to these matters that happened
is discomforting to Governor Bradley and signed it.' Uader that law our tion toward the collection of this
less than ,eight years ago, and which
and the other Republican candidates. people have been saved thousands and money, and when I came into office
illustrate, more than words can pioThey cannot answer it. They cannot tens of thousands of dollars from ex- I employed Capt. Calhoun to collect
ture, the character and results of Reby jugglery of figures escape it. But tortionate charges and discrimina- it.
After that employment the dis- publican administration in this state.
it certainly does not justify them in tions by the railroad companies. It is Cngitished ex-governor who had failed
I state a fact that every citizen knows
deliberate misrepresentations and the not surprising, therefore, that the in his duty in the matter as governor
to be true, that the period from Depeddling of slanders, forgeries and Republican governor who vetoed that sought to get employment with Capt.
cember, 1895, when Bradley became
falsehoods to divert, if possible, the measUre could find only seven railroad Calhoun and secure a part of the fee.
governor, to February, 1900, when
minds of the people from the real corporations in the state to tax. The He Wrote the following letter to CalTaylor was unseated, was the blackest
facts.
Democratic administration has been houn:
and gloomiest in the history of the
He states in his speech that this fair and reasonable to the railroads,
"February 19th, 1902
state, with the possible exception of
administration had only appiopriated and encouraged their progress and
"Dear Captain:—I notice that a bill the Civil war. The record of that ad$1,987,789.21, while we state that a development in the state, but it has has been passed authorizing the em- ministration is as barren as a desert.
larger amount has been appropriated also insisted that they shall bear their ployment of counsel in collection of There was not a single good deed in
for worthy purposes. If the gentle- just portion of taxation and be fair Kentucky war claim.
It, nor a single event that marked
man will look on Page 21 of the and reasonable in their dealings with
"I write merely to suggest that I advancement and prcgress for our
Democratic campaign haad-book, a the people.
might be of some assistance and will people. From the gloom of such 4
copy of which I presume he has, he The Cause of Education.
thank you if you see fit to make disastrous record it is natural that
will find a list of the items showing
some suggestions concerning the mat- these Republican candidates should
Governor Bradley says nothing at all ter.
for what purposes each appropriation
Your friend,
turn in dismay and seek, by a resurwas made, amounting to $2,701,062.07, about the schoolt and the cause of
"W. 0. BRADLEY."
(Signed)
rection of exploded slanders, forgeries
all of which will have beet paid by education because he knows that nothand falsehoods, to mislead the minds
Facts Speak for Themselves.
the close of this administration and ing was done for them during his and
prevent them from
These facts speak for themselves, of the people, and
yet leave a surplus in the treasury as Taylor's administrations. He knows
considering the real issues of the
above stated. This list is taken from the vast good done for them under and it is not necessary to aid anyone campaign. If time would permit me
the records, and it will be easy for Democratic administration, and there- In forming a sensible conclusion about I could show in many instances where
him to verify it if he wants to know fore ignores the subject. He does not them. After his dereliction of duty as the candidates of the Republican state
the truth about it. He says in his
even attempt to explain the flagrant governor in regard to this important ticket, including Mr. Willson, have
speech, "the Republican administraaction of his administration in the matter he sought to make amends by pursued the same policy as Governor
tion was not only economical; did not
an attempt to divide the fee for col- Bradley did in this speech, and have
only pay off Democratic indebtedness, year 1899 in padding the school fund lection with Capt. Calhoun. And yet deliberately misrepresented the facts
but it did many other worthy things. and increasing the school per capita
which they knew to
to $2.70 for its effect upon the cam- he boasts of the "many worthy things" and stated things
campaign from one
In Conflict With the Truth.
In
my
untrue.
be
paign of that year. Nor does he an- and the "splendid financial achievthe other I have
state
to
the
end
of
which
I
In the light of the facts
swer the charge that this inexcusable ments" of his administration! He unextent to which
the
at
amazed
been
have stated and which cannot be dis- attempt for campaign material caused dertakes to justify his action in the
gone in their
have
men
some
of
these
puted, I submit to the intelligent vot- a deficit the following year of $147,000 election of 1899—his use of the m'lifacts.
perversion
of
ers this marvelous statement of the In the school fund, which the Demo- tary then, and at other times—but hisex-governor. Of the "many worthy cratic administration had to make tory has stamped with its vigorous The Temperance Question.
things" accomplished during his ad- good, and caused the per capita that disapproval those acts of his and his
Governor Bradley in his speech
ministration the only thing that he at- year to fall to $2.45. The Democratic usurpations of pcwer.
No excuee tries to belittle the temperance questempts to show is the establishment of administration has raised it from whatever can be given for what he tion in this contest, and says "probae
the House of Reform. I shall quote $2.45 to $3.40. It has increased the did, and time cannot wipe out the
bly the people at large would have
his exact words about that wonderful school term from five months to six disgraceful blot of his unwarranted
confidence in the professions of
achievement, for which he claims months of free tuition throughout the action in those matters. He says that more
Beckham
and Hager if they could
credit, and then quote Section 252 of commonwealth. It has established Goebel and the Demoeratic ticket were
the constituticn cf the state, and let two normal schools for our teachers. not elected. The general assembly show any act in favor of temperance
the voters pass an opinion for them- It has given generously to the State of the state said that they were. The during their official career." That
selves upon the veracity of the ex- College and to the State Colored Nor- courts, from the circuit court of the means that the ex-governor states that
governor. Here is what he said: mal School. It has passed the school- state to the supreme court of the nothing has been done for the tem"For nearly 100 years- Kentucky failed book bill in the face of his and his United States vindicated that decision perance cause during this administrato erect any house of reform, but suf- party's opposition, that gives to the of the general assembly. In the elec- tion. The record of the laws passed.
fered children convicted of crime to school children of the state their tion of 1900, when I was the candidate and enforced by us is a complete refbe associated in the penitentiary with school books at one-third less than of the Democratic party to fill out utation of this statement. There is
old and hardened criminals. It re- they formerly paid. In the face of Gov. Goebel's unexpired term, the Re- no fair-minded, non-partisan tempermained for a Republican governor to Republican promises, which can never publicans made that question an issue ance advocate in Kentucky who does
denounce this outrage and urge the be relied upon, it presents facts like in the campaign. They had a corrule not say that under this administrabuilding of such an institution—and these.
ton fund, furnished by the National tion, and with its assistance Kentucke
He
complains
that
we
have
no
plat'
this was accomplished during his adRepublican Committee, of $207,000 to has obtained some of the wisest and
The
form.
record
of
the
Democratic
constitution
ministration." The new
defeat the Democratic ticket, and yet best temperance laws that can be,
of Kentucky was adopted in 1891, aiel administration is a sufficient platform, the people in that election indorsed found in any state in the 'Union.
here is Section 252: "It shall be the and the people consider it far prefer- the decision of their general assem- These facts are so well known to our
duty of the general assembly to pro- able to the vain promises in the Re- bly by electing me with nearly 4,G00 people that it is unnecessary to advide by law, as soon as practicable, publican platform. Their experience majority. They further indorsed that duce further proof to show the falsity
for the establishment and maintenance with the Bradley and Taylor adminis- action in the election of 1903 by elect- of his statement. Judge Hager an,d
of an institution, or institutions, for trations has taught them that Repub- ing our state ticket with nearly 27,000 the Democratic candidates can point to
the detention, correction, instructicn lican platform promises are not worth majority. That question has been set- the record of the Democratic adminand reformation of all persons under the paper they are written on.
tled by every poasible earthly tribunat, istration upon this question as a guarBy a jugglery of figures he tries to settled in every instance in our favor. antee of their sincerity And position
the age of eighteen years, convicted
of such felonies and such misdemean- show that the cost of public printing He has the hardihood to boast of his on it. There is nothing plainer in thie
ors as may be designated by law. under his administration was less than action in using the militia at the polar campaign than the effort of Mr. WillSaid institution shall be known as the it has been under Democratic admin- In 1899, and yet he could not spend son to dodge, or straddle, this quesHouse of Reform.' The Democratic istration. He states what the records his remaining years with better grace tion. They cannot attack our posigeneral assembly of 1898, when I was prove to be untrue, for those records than in the continual effort to apolo- tion by the use of slander and calspeaker of the house of representa- show that under Democratic adminis- gize to the people for that crime umny. The bitterness and unfairness
tration there has been a much greater against free elections, and that blow of the
distinguished
ex-governor
tives, passed this law providing for ta
mount of public printing done than at civil liberty. He spoils his argu- toward us can be accounted for to
the establishment of the House of
Reform. Tne Republican general as- under the Republican administration ' ment by undertaking to refer to the some extent by -the fact that much of
we
sembly of 1896-97 had nothing to do and at $2,567.91 less cost per sear.
election of 1905 in the city of L0111S- this temperance legislation which
of
distasteful
to
some
He also says, and I quote his words:
passed
is
have
with it. It is evident, therefore, that
which was declared void by the
they
Consequently,
when
party
claim
did
the
to
repclients.
"Why
best
his statement which I have quoted is
court of appeals last spring. The his- his
not only in conflict with the truth, but resent decline to make an appropria- tory of that case shows that remedies he discusses this issue in the camwith the constitution and laws of the tion to advance the ipterest of Ken- for fraudulent elections may be found paign we are unable to tell whether he
tucky at the St. Louis and Jamestown in our courts, and not by the use et is most representing these clients or
commonwealth.
expositions? Why did they leave the military at the polls. His reference the Republican ticket. But he should
Willful Misrepresentation.
state they loved in the humiliating to that case was most unfortunate for not allow his earnestness as an atI shall refer to another deliberate
attitude of having no building?" On there it was shown that a Democratic torney to cause him to lose his temand willful misrepresentation of his
the other hand I ask why does the court would remedy such evils even per and provoke him to make such
in which he states that I had held the
ex-governor, in such a question, state where Democratic officials should lose vicious and unwarranted attacks upon
Republican administration responsible
a proposition which he .knows to be their places, and in the opinion of us. The Democratic party has no
for the entire $1,000,000 of bonded inThis administration did the court in that case it was held apologies to make for its record upon
untrue?
debtedness which we.'found against
make an appropriation in the general that the use of military at the polls this question, and confidently trusts
the state in February, 1900. I did assembly of 1904 of $75,000 for an exthat the people of the state will not
nothing of the kind, for in my open- hibit at the St. Louis exposition, and would invalidate an election.
be
misled by the character of caming speech, and others, I have stated everybody knows, who visited that i His/ attempt to make fun of *itic paign waged upon its candidates by
that when the Republican administra- exposition, that Kentucky was one Gf election in the Baily's Mill precinct in Governor Bradley and his satellites.
realklin cpunty, where it is claimed
tion borrowed $500,000 they thereby
the best represented states there.
ta le were 104 votes fraudulen'iv The issue is so clear that those who
"doubled the bonded debt of the
I ccented for the ,Detnocratic tickets run may read. It is a choice between
state," which, of •Caurse, to any sen- Brazen Distortion of Facts.
the policies of the Bralley-Taylor adsible man means that there was alIt is impossible, with the limitations gm—nits to little. The Demoeratle, minisiration, far which Mr. Willson
ready a bonded debt of $500,000 when of time uporewthis address to recite party condemns fraud in elections, and
stands, and the policies of the Demothe Republicans doubled it.
all the bare-faced and brazen distor- when this matter was brought to light cratic atiminisiration represented by
Governor Bradley read my opening tions of facts and perversions of fig- a Democratic court and a Democratic
?tidge Fleeter and hie ticket. No senspeech, as his speech shows, and said ures in that remarkable speech of his. grand jury promptly indicted the guilsible, patr'ptic or int- lligent citizen
that I expressed it in that way. He It is without a parallel for inaccuracy, ty parties.
One fraud dses not justify another. can hesitate'in such a choice. The
charges that we have been collecting misrepresentation and deception.
campaign is now more than half over.
more taxes from the railroads than
Long as is that speech there is a and yet it would be possible, if worth
I have been in every part of the state,
he did while he was governor. That conspicuous absence of any reference while, to show in that same election
and
it is my candid Opinion from what
is true, and we are glad that he has to the collection of the civil war where far greater frauds, especiaily
have
seen and heard thbrthe DemoI
called attention to it. He says that claims by Capt. Calhoun. Why has in some of the Republican counties,
will, Nov.-Sabe elected by
sratic
ticket
agairst
the
Democratunder his administration the franchise the distinguished ex-governor nothing were committed
majority. The peooverwhelming
an
ticket.
ic
valuation placed on the railroads for to say about that important matter
Kentucky love fair play and
ple
of
taxation was an average of 411,329 - which came up in his administration, Might Have Averted Calamity.
condemn hypocrisy. They are deter349.00, while under the Democratic ad and also in mine? His associate canWhen he undertakes to repudiate mined - that a ticket lige; the Republiministratron the average has been didates have tried to make some cap- Taylor and his administration we concan ticket, which bases 4th campaien
$22,921,478. No one has complained ital out of the fee paid Capt. Calhoun front him with his own bad record
upon falsehood and deception, shall
that we have made the railroads pay for that work. The amount collect d at that time. No man in Frankfort
succeed in this glorious old comnot
exorbitant taxes, for they have pros- was $1,324,000, and Capt. Calhipun's during those dark days did more to
monwealth.
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DO YOU
ERSTANI)
CAN YOU REALIZE

What We Are Doing?
CASH OR CREDIT?
If Former, Read!'

If Latter, It's Useless!
so..•

One Day's CASH SALES to Be GIVEN
AWAY This Month, October!

•

•

Every dollar's worth of the goods we sell for CASH one day during this month
will be FREE to the parties that purchased them. Every day during October—Sundays excepted—have an equal show of being THE DAY and no one living knows
what that day is. Positively do not fail to

Get Tickets With All Cash
Purchases.
4.
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The public is just beginning to realize something about the value of the TICKETS
and the importance of taking SPECIAL CARE of them. Ask Mr. W,C. Binns, of Pee
Dee, about his little experience last Tuesday, Oct. 15th, and he will explain.

We Are Making An Enormous Bid for GASH TRADE.
Collie and See. US.
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